
PARAMETRIZED PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ANDGEOMETRIC INVARIANTS
GERD GRUBBCopenhagen University Mathematics DepartmentUniversitetsparken 5, DK-2100 Copenhagen, DenmarkAbstract. This is based on joint work with R. T. Seeley. The introduc-tion presents the problem of parameter-dependent calculi for  do's and thequestion of trace asymptotics for Atiyah-Patodi-Singer operators. Chap-ter 2 establishes relations between the three operator functions: resolvent,heat operator and power operator (zeta function). Chapter 3 explains ourparameter-dependent  do calculus with weak polyhomogeneity, showinghow logarithmic terms appear in trace formulas. In Chapter 4, the APSproblem is treated in the case with a product structure near the boundary,where functional calculus on the cylinder leads to precise formulas for heattrace expansions and zeta function pole structure. Finally, Chapter 5 treatsthe APS problem in the non-product case where the weakly polyhomoge-neous  do calculus is used to get asymptotic trace expansions generalizingthose in the product case.1. Introduction1.1. PARAMETER-DEPENDENT CALCULIA typical case of an interesting parameter-dependent pseudodi�erential op-erator (henceforth abbreviated to  do) is the resolvent R� = (P � �)�1 ofa, say, strongly elliptic operator P on a compact manifold. Let the symbolof P (in a local coordinate system) bep(x; �) = pm(x; �) + pm�1(x; �) + : : : ;where each term pm�j(x; �) is homogeneous of degree m� j (for a positiveinteger m), then we write �� as�� = ei��m; � = j�j1=m; � 2 [0; 2�]



2(where i is the imaginary unit p�1), and assign to P � � the principalsymbol pm(x; �; �) = pm(x; �) + ei��m(also denoted pm(x; �; �; �)), and the full symbol p+ ei��m where the lowerorder terms are the same as those for P . The inverse of this principalsymbol, qm(x; �; �) = pm(x; �; �)�1will then be the principal symbol of the resolvent.Here � can be considered as one more \cotangent variable" in additionto �1; �2; : : : ; �n, and pm is homogeneous of degree m in (�; �).There is a marked di�erence between the case of a di�erential operatorand that of a  do. In the �rst case, pm is polynomial in (�; �), hence ho-mogeneous and C1 in (�; �) 2 Rn+1+ . In the second case, the homogeneoussymbol pm(x; �) usually has a lack of smoothness at � = 0 (it has only mbounded derivatives), so pm will have this lack of smoothness on the wholehaline f(0; �) j � � 0g. (Alternatively, if pm is modi�ed in a boundedneighborhood of 0 to be C1, the ensuing modi�cation of pm takes place inan unbounded set.)This also has an e�ect on the estimates of qm. Here one has (withhxi = (jxj2 + 1)1=2):D�� qm = O(h(�; �)i�m�j�j); for j�j � m;D�� qm = O(h(�; �)i�2mh�im�j�j); for j�j � m; (1.1)where the �rst line extends to all � if and only if pm is polynomial in �.In the polynomial case one can apply the usual symbolic calculus, just inone more variable, getting simple and straightforward results, whereas inthe general case the fact that only the �rst m estimates are standard (theso-called regularity number is m), gives severe trouble.For boundary value problems there are similar phenomena. In the dif-ferential operator case, the resolvent parameter enters as another cotangentvariable, on a par with the others, whereas for a pseudodi�erential boundaryoperator, a resolvent parameter, when considered as a cotangent variable,gives symbolic estimates where only �nitely many of them are \good".Again one assigns a regularity number to the operator, this will now be dif-ferent for the di�erent types (trace operators, Poisson operators, singularGreen operators).This phenomenon is one of the main subjects of the book Grubb [12].It is shown there that in the application to obtain trace formulas for re-solvents (and heat kernels), one get �nitely many well-de�ned terms in an



3asymptotic expansion, namely as many the regularity number indicates.For resolvents in the case without boundary, there is a trick to extend theanalysis to get full trace expansions with in�nitely many terms, some ofthem logarithmic; also this is explained in [12].More recently, we have developed a somewhat more special calculus incollaboration with Robert Seeley [14], which allows a systematic construc-tion of full asymptotic expansions for a class of  do's containing the resol-vents: the calculus of weakly polyhomogeneous operators. It is completelydescribed for the boundaryless case (whereas the additional details neededfor general pseudodi�erential boundary problems only exist in a sketchedform).For di�erential operators with pseudodi�erential boundary conditions,one can however use the weakly polyhomogeneous  do calculus in caseswhere the trace formula in question can be reduced to one for an operatorin the boundary of the weakly polyhomogeneous kind.The calculus was developed for, and applies in particular to, the generalAtiyah-Patodi-Singer problem. We describe this in detail below.1.2. THE ATIYAH-PATODI-SINGER PROBLEMOn a compact n-dimensional C1 manifold X with boundary @X = X 0,consider a �rst-order elliptic di�erential operatorP : C1(E1)! C1(E2)between sections of vector bundles over X. E1 and E2 have Hermitian met-rics, andX has a smooth volume element, de�ning Hilbert spaces structureson the sections (primarily the spaces of L2-sections, denoted L2(Ei), andmore generally the Sobolev spaces Hs(Ei), s 2 R).The restrictions of the Ei to the boundary X 0 are denoted E0i. A neigh-borhood of X 0 in X has the form Xc = X 0 � [0; c], and there the Ei areisomorphic to the pull-backs of the E0i. Let xn denote the coordinate in[0; c], x0 the coordinate in X 0. Then we assume that P is represented in Xcas P = �( @@xn +A+ xnP1 + P0); (1.2)where � is a unitary morphism from E01 to E02, independent of xn, and A isa �xed elliptic �rst-order di�erential operator on C1(E01), selfadjoint withrespect to the Hermitian metric in E01 and the volume element v(x0; 0)dx0on X 0 induced by the element v(x0; xn)dx0dxn on X. The Pj are smoothdi�erential operators (in all variables) of order � j; they can be takenarbitrary near X 0, but for larger xn, P1 is subject to the requirement thatP be elliptic. All morphisms are assumed C1.



4 In comparison with completely general elliptic �rst-order operators, theassumption means (modulo homotopies) that we have restricted the at-tention to operators such that when the principal symbol is written nearX 0 as �1(x0; xn)(i�nI + a1(x0; xn; �0)) (with a bundle isomorphism �1 fromE1 to E2 in front), then a1(x0; 0; �0) is symmetric; cf. Grubb [13], p. 2036.The case considered by Atiyah, Patodi and Singer in [2] is the case where,furthermore, P1 = P0 = 0 in (1.2); this is often called the product case.Important examples are the Dirac operator and its generalizations.We denote ujX0 = 0u and observe the Green's formula:(Pu;w)X � (u; P �w)X = �(0u; ��0w)X0 : (1.3)Since P is a �rst-order system, it may not be possible to formulatea well-posed boundary value problem in terms of a di�erential boundarycondition (a Dirichlet condition is too much, no boundary condition is toolittle, and the boundary bundle structure will not in general allow putting aDirichlet condition on some \half" of the boundary data). But using  do's,one can get well-posedness:De�nition 1.1 The APS boundary problem consists of �nding u 2H1(E1) for a given f 2 L2(E2), so thatPu = f on X; B0u = 0 on X 0: (1.4)Here B is an orthogonal projection in L2(E01) of the form B = �� + B0,where �� (�<, �R, : : : ) denotes the orthogonal projection onto V� (V<,VR, : : : ), the sum of eigenspaces for A with eigenvalues � � 0 (� < 0,j�j � R, : : : ), and B0 commutes with A and ranges in VR for some R � 0.The associated realization PB is de�ned as the operator from L2(E1) toL2(E2) acting like P and with domainD(PB) = fu 2 H1(E1) j B0u = 0 g; (1.5)it is a Fredholm operator called the APS operator, and the APS indexproblem consists of determining its index.This type of boundary condition is often called a spectral boundary con-dition. The Fredholm property of PB was shown by Seeley in [23], where itwas moreover shown that the adjoint of PB is of a related type (in view of(1.4)): (PB)� = (P �)B0 ; with B0 = B?��; B? = I �B: (1.6)One of the ways to study the index of PB is to consider the \Laplacians"�1 = PB�PB ; �2 = PBPB�; (1.7)



5and search for asymptotic expansions for t! 0 (with " > 0):Tr e�t�i = c�n;it�n=2 + � � �+ c�1;it�1=2 + c0;i +O(t"); i = 1; 2: (1.8)When (1.8) holds, the index is determined byindexPB = Tr e�t�1 �Tr e�t�2 = c0;1 � c0;2: (1.9)Remark 1.2 The systems � PB0 � and � P �B00 � are injectively elliptic (alsocalled overdetermined elliptic or left-elliptic). The operators �1 and �2 arerealizations of truly elliptic systems (two-sided elliptic) such as� P �PA0B0 +B00P� ; resp. � PP �A0B00 +B0P �� : (1.10)(We here use that B and B0 map into complementing subspaces of L2(E01),and we have inserted the invertible  do A0 = A+�0(A) in order to makethe boundary conditions �rst-order. The operators are principally the sameas in the case where B = ��, discussed in detail in [13].) Another trulyelliptic system incorporating PB and PB� is discussed below in Section 5.1(and in [14]).Remark 1.3 If �� = �� and A� = ��A, then in the product case, P isformally selfadjoint. Then if furthermore B� = �(I �B), PB is selfadjoint.This holds in many geometrically interesting cases, see e.g. Gilkey [10].In [2] it was shown in the product case, with B = ��, thatindexPB = ZX �(x)� 12�A; �A = �(A; 0) + dimkerA; (1.11)where �(x) is a certain form de�ned from the symbol of P , and �(A; 0) isthe value at s = 0 of the eta function�(A; s) = Tr(AjAj�s�1): (1.12)(Here A�s�1 is de�ned as 0 on the nullspace of A, and meromorphic exten-sion is used for Re s < n.) Formula (1.11) was extended to the non-productcase in [13] as indexPB = ZX �(x) + ZX0 �(x0)� 12�A; (1.13)



6with a boundary form �(x0) de�ned from the symbols of P and B at X 0.The forms de�ned from the symbols are regarded as local contributions,whereas the term �A depends on the full set-up in a global way.Actually, [2] did not calculate the two expressions Tr e�t�1 and Tr e�t�2separately, but only their di�erence. They showed for the product case thatthis has the same asymptotic expansion asTr(e�te�1 jX)� Tr(e�te�2 jX) + Tr(e�t�01 � ��e�t�02�); (1.14)here e�1 = eP � eP and e�2 = eP eP �, where eP is a certain extension of P tobundles eE1 and eE2 over the double manifold eX (cf. [2], p. 55, where the rolesof E1 and E2 are switched on eX nX); the �0i are xn-independent extensionsof the �i on Xc to the cylinder X0 = X 0�R+. The �rst di�erence is well-known, and the second can be analyzed by use of functional calculus for theselfadjoint operator A; this su�ced to get the index formula in the productcase.In [13] the separate expansions (1.8) were proved with " = 38 in the non-product case with B = ��, by a combination of the general treatment ofparameter-dependent  do boundary problems [12] with the special resultsfrom [2]. It was shown that the global term �12�A enters in c0;i for bothexpansions, as �14�A for i = 1, resp. 14�A for i = 2.Now the index is just one special geometric invariant connected withthe APS problem. More generally, one can ask about the value of the gen-eral coe�cient cj�n;i in (1.7), and one can ask whether there is a moredetailed structure of the O(t") term, giving a full asymptotic expansionP1j=0 cj�n;it(j�n)=2 for the trace Tr exp(�t�i).These questions have been answered in two papers written in cooper-ation with Seeley, [14] and [15]. It is shown there that there does exist afull asymptotic expansion, which however includes also logarithmic termsc t(j�n)=2 log t for j � n > 0. For the product case, a precise description ofthe coe�cients in terms of the zeta and eta functions of A is given, whenB0 ranges in the nullspace of A.In the following we shall give an account of these results, explaining thehighlights of the methods.2. The three operator-functions2.1. DEFINITION OF THE OPERATOR FUNCTIONSOne can associate several interesting operator-functions with an ellipticoperator Q. The following have been studied extensively:



7� The resolvent (Q� �)�1 and its asymptotic behaviour for �!1 onrays in C.� The heat operator e�tQ (t 2 R+) and its asymptotic behavior fort! 0+.� The power operator Q�s and the pole structure of associated functionsof s 2 C.For the questions we address here, there are essentially equivalent for-mulations in terms of each of the three operator functions, and one can passfrom one formulation to another by suitable transformations. Very brieystated, the heat operator and the resolvent are related to one another bythe Laplace transformation, and the heat operator and power operator arerelated to one another by the Mellin transformation. One can also de�nethe heat operator and the power operator from the resolvent by suitableCauchy integral formulas (Dunford integrals), and there is another com-plex integration formula involving a reciprocal sinus function going fromthe power function to the resolvent. (In the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3below, we also relate the formulas to the Fourier transformation.) In thefollowing we collect the facts on these operator functions that we need.Much of this has been known in the literature for a long time (but notalways explained as generally as here). Applications to trace asymptoticshave been made earlier e.g. in Seeley [22], Duistermaat and Guillemin [8],Grubb [12], Agranovi�c [1], Branson and Gilkey [5]. The explanation in thefollowing is essentially copied from [15], and is given here with full detailssince it may be of interest also for other purposes.Suppose that Q is a closed operator in a Hilbert space having a resol-vent (Q � �)�1 which is holomorphic in some sector j arg(��)j < �, withk(Q � �)�1k = O(j�j�1), and is meromorphic at 0 (in the sense that(Q� �)�1� (��)�1�0(Q) is holomorphic at 0, where �0(Q) is the orthog-onal projection onto the nullspace of Q). Then the power function Z(Q; s)is de�ned for Re s > 0 byZ(Q; s) = i2� RC ��s(Q� �)�1d�; (2.1)where C is a curveC�;r0 = f� = rei� j 1 > r � r0 g+ f� = r0ei�0 j � � �0 � �� g+ f� = rei(2���) j r0 � r <1g; (2.2)with � � � < � � � and r0 > 0 chosen so that (Q � �)�1 is holomorphicfor 0 < j�j � r0. If Q is invertible then Z(Q; s) = Q�s (further details arefound e.g. in Seeley [22] or Shubin [24]); in any case, Z(Q; s) is zero on thenullspace of Q, since RC ��s�1d� = 0. We can also writeZ(Q; s) = i2� RC�;0 ��s(Q� �)�1�?0 (Q) d�; (2.3)



8where �?0 (Q) = I ��0(Q).If Z(Q; s) is trace class for some s, then Q has a zeta function�(Q; s) = TrZ(Q; s); (2.4)and, for appropriate operators D and values s, a \modi�ed zeta function"�(D;Q; s) = TrDZ(Q; s): (2.5)Similarly, under appropriate conditions, we de�neY (Q; s) = QZ(Q�Q; s+12 ) = i2� RC ��(s+1)=2Q(Q�Q� �)�1d�= i2� RC�;0 ��(s+1)=2Q(Q�Q� �)�1d� (2.6)(since �0(Q�Q) = �0(Q) and Q�0(Q) = 0, we can leave out the nullspaceprojection), and the eta functions�(Q; s) = TrY (Q; s); �(D;Q; s) = TrDY (Q; s): (2.7)When Q is selfadjoint,X�2sp(Q)nf0g j�j�s = �(Q2; s2); X�2sp(Q)nf0g sign� j�j�s = �(Q; s); (2.8)with summation over the eigenvalues, repeated according to multiplicities.In order to move the trace inside the integral, we may represent thepower function by use of a derivative of the resolvent. Note that@m� (Q� �)�1 = m!(Q� �)�m�1: (2.9)If Q is a  do of order r > 0 on a compact manifold M , say, then the mthderivative of (Q��)�1 is a  do of order �(1+m)r and hence is trace classwhen (m+1)r > dimM . By an integration by parts, one can replace (2.1)by Z(Q; s) = 1(s�1)���(s�m) i2� RC �m�s@m� (Q� �)�1d�; (2.10)whereby (2.4) can be written�(Q; s) = TrZ(Q; s) = 1(s�1)���(s�m) i2� RC �m�sTr @m� (Q� �)�1d�;(2.11)for su�ciently large m. Similar modi�cations can be made when there is afactor D as in (2.5) and when eta functions as in (2.7) are studied; and theintegral can be replaced by an integral over C�;0 when �?0 (Q) is inserted in



9front of d�. There are similar formulas for the symbols and kernels of theoperators.When Q is lower bounded selfadjoint, the heat operator e�tQ (also calledthe exponential function or the semigroup generated by �Q) can be de�nedby e�tQ = i2� RC0 e�t�(Q� �)�1 d�; t > 0; (2.12)where C0 is a curve encircling the full spectrum in the positive directionand such that e�t� falls o� for j�j ! 1 on the curve (e.g. one can let C0begin with a ray with argument 2 ]0; �2 [ and end with a ray with argument2 ] � �2 ; 0[ ). This is well-known from the literature, see e.g. Hille-Phillips[16], Friedman [9] or Kato [20].The exponential function and the power function of an operator Q � 0with resolvent as above are related to one another by the formulas:Z(Q; s) = 1�(s) R10 ts�1e�tQ�?0 (Q) dt; Re s > 0;e�tQ�?0 (Q) = 12�i RRe s=c t�sZ(Q; s)�(s) ds; c > 0; (2.13)that follow e.g. from Theorem 2.3 below, with e(t) = e�tQ�?0 (Q), '(s) =�(s)Z(Q; s).TakingQ = S�S for suitable operators S, we have accordingly (cf. (2.6)):Z(S�S; s) = 1�(s) R10 ts�1e�tS�S�?0 (S) dt;e�tS�S�?0 (S) = 12�i RRe s=c t�sZ(S�S; s)�(s) ds;Y (S; 2s) = SZ(S�S; s+ 12 ) = 1�(s+ 12 ) R10 ts� 12Se�tS�S dt;Se�tS�S = 12�i RRe s=c t�sY (S; 2s� 1)�(s) ds:(2.14)(Also here we can omit mention of the nullspace projection in the last twoformulas.)Again, these formulas can be composed with a suitable operator D.When the expressions are trace class (usually for Re s resp. c su�cientlylarge) one can take the trace on both sides in (2.14) (composed with D), ob-taining the formulas relating zeta and eta functions to exponential functiontraces: �(D;S�S; s) = 1�(s) R10 ts�1TrDe�tS�S�?0 (S) dt;TrDe�tS�S�?0 (S) = 12�i RRe s=c t�s�(D;S�S; s)�(s) ds;�(D;S; 2s) = �(DS;S�S; s+ 12) = 1�(s+ 12 ) R10 ts� 12 TrDSe�tS�Sdt;TrDSe�tS�S = 12�i RRe s=c t�s�(D;S; 2s� 1)�(s) ds:(2.15)



10There are similar transition formulas for the symbols and kernels of theoperators.2.2. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RESOLVENT AND THE POWERFUNCTIONLet us �rst consider the passage between properties of the resolvent andproperties of the power and zeta functions. In order to handle operatorfunctions de�ned not only as in (2.1), but also as in (2.10), we includefunctions with higher order poles at 0. We denote f0; 1; 2; : : : g = N.Theorem 2.1 1� Suppose that f is meromorphic at 0 with Laurent expan-sion f(�) = 1Xj=�k hj(��)j ; j�j � �; (2.16)that f is holomorphic in the open sector S�0 = f� 2 C j jarg� � �j <�0 g (for some �0 � �), and that f(�) = O(j�j��) for some � 2 ]0; 1]as � ! 1, uniformly in each sector S� for � < �0. Let C be a curveC�;r0 as in (2.2) (a Laurent loop, since � = �), with 0 < r0 < %. Setf0(�) = f(�)�P�1�k hj(��)j, and�(s) = i2� RC ��sf(�) d�; Re s > 1� �; (2.17)with ��s = r�se�is�, r > 0 and j�j � �. Then � and f0 are interrelated by:�(s) = sin�s� R10 r�sf0(�r) dr; 1� � < Re s < 1; (2.18)f0(��) = 12i RRe s=� �s�1 �(s)sin�s ds; 1� � < � < 1: (2.19)The function ��(s)sin�s is meromorphic for Re s > 1��, having simple poles ats = j + 1 with residues (�1)j+1�(j + 1) = �hj, j 2 N.2� Moreover, the following properties a) and b) are equivalent:a) f has an asymptotic expansion as � goes to in�nityf(��) � 1Xj=0 mjXl=0 aj;l���j (log �)l; 0 < �j % +1 (2.20)(with mj 2 N), uniformly for �� in S�, for each � < �0.b)  (s) = ��(s)sin�s is meromorphic on C with the singularity structure��(s)sin�s � � 1Xj=�k hjs� j � 1 + 1Xj=0 mjXl=0 aj;ll!(s+ �j � 1)l+1 (2.21)



11(in the sense that for large N , the left hand side minus the sums for j � Nin the right hand side is holomorphic for 1� �N < Re s < N + 1); and foreach real C1; C2 and each � < �0,j (s)j � C(C1; C2; �)e��j Im sj; for j Im sj � 1; C1 � Re s � C2: (2.22)In particular, the singularities of  (s) in Re s < 1 are determined bythe expansion (2.20) and the singular Laurent terms of f(�) at � = 0, andvice versa.3� Let f take values in a Banach space, and be holomorphic in S�0 , andmeromorphic at 0 in the sense that there is a function P�1j=�k(��)jHj withbounded operators Hj such that f0(�) = f(�)�P�1�k(��)jHj is holomorphicfor j�j < %, some % > 0. Let kf(�)k be O(j�j��) for � ! 1 in subsectorsS� with � < �0. Then with �(s) de�ned by (2.17), the formulas (2.18){(2.19)are valid.Proof: 1�. For j � �1 and Re s > 0, RC �j�sd� = 0, since the contour canbe closed at 1 in fj arg �j < �g. So the singular part of f , P�1�k hj(��)j ,is \killed" by the integral over C in (2.17). For the remaining part f0, thecircular part of C can be reduced to the origin if Re s < 1, reducing (2.17)to (2.18) (note that f0 is O(j�j��) too).The inversion (2.19) requires growth estimates for �(s). Replacing theintegration curve by C(�) := C���;0, 0 < � < �0, we have thatj�(s)j = ��� i2� RC(�) ��sf0(�) d���� = O(e(���)j Im sj);1� � < C1 � Re s � C2 < 1: (2.23)For, when � = rei(���), we can use the estimate���Z 10 r�sei(���)(1�s)O((1 + r)��) dr��� � Ce(���)j Im sj; (2.24)and there is a similar estimate on the other half of C(�).Now let  (s) = Z 10 r�sf0(�r) dr = ��(s)sin�s: (2.25)Since (sin�s)�1 is O(e��j Im sj) for j Im sj � 1, we have by (2.23) that (� + i�) = O(e��j� j) for 1 � � < C1 � � � C2 < 1. Also,  (� + i�)is the Fourier transform F̂ (�) of the function F (x) = e(1��)xf0(�ex).



12Since f0(�) = O(h�i��), F (x) decays exponentially as x ! �1, for1 � � < � < 1. By Fourier inversion, F (x) = 12� R1�1 eix� (� + i�)d� ,giving (2.19), for � > 0. It extends to j arg �j < �0 by analytic continuation.It is seen from (2.17) that �(s) is holomorphic for Re s > 1 � �; andsince �(j + 1) = �i2� Rj�j=r0 ��j�1f(�) d� = (�1)jhj for j 2 N,  (s) ismeromorphic for Re s > 1� �, having simple poles with residues �hj .2�. Now suppose that a) holds; thenf0(��) = N�1Xj=0 mjXl=0 aj;l���j (log �)l � �1Xj=�khj�j +O(j�j��N+") for �!1;(2.26)for �N � k, any " > 0. Note thatZ 10 rj�s dr = �1s� j � 1 for Re s < j + 1;Z 11 r��s(log r)l dr = l!(s� � � 1)l+1 for Re s > � + 1(the cases l > 0 follow from the case l = 0 by application of @ls); the righthand sides extend meromorphically to C. Then we get from (2.25), forarbitrarily large N : (s) = Z 10 hN�1Xj=0 hjrj�s + r�sO(rN )idr+ Z 11 hN�1Xj=0 mjXl=0 aj;lr��j�s(log r)l � �1Xj=�k hjrj�s + r�sO(r��N+")idr= � N�1Xj=�k hjs� j � 1 + N�1Xj=0 mjXl=0 aj;ll!(s+ �j � 1)l+1 + hN (s)where hN is holomorphic for 1 � �N + " < Re s < N + 1, and the otherterms are meromorphic on C. This gives the singularities (2.21).To show the decay, we use the integral in (2.23) and expand on eachpiece of C(�):�(s) = � i2��R 10 + R11 (rei(���))�sf0(rei(���))ei(���) dr�+ i2�� R 10 + R11 (rei(��+�))�sf0(rei(��+�))ei(��+�) dr�: (2.27)The �rst integral from 0 to 1 is written as�i2� R 10 (rei(���))�sf0(rei(���))ei(���) dr= �i2� R 10 PN�1j=0 ei(j+1�s)(���)hjrj�s dr + R 10 r�sei(���)(1�s)O(rN ) dr= PN�1j=0 �ei(j+1�s)(���)hjj+1�s + ei(���)(1�s) R 10 r�sO(rN ) dr: (2.28)



13Let j Im sj � 1. The sum over j extends meromorphically to C, and itsterms are O(e(���)j Im sj) for �1 < C1 � Re s � C2 < 1. The last termexists and is O(e(���)j Im sj) when Re s < N +1. Similar considerations holdfor the other integral from 0 to 1. In the integrals from 1 to1 we expand asin (2.26), obtaining functions that are O(e(���)j Im sj) for Re s > 1��N + ".We conclude that the estimate in (2.23) extends to 1��N < Re s < N +1,j Im sj � 1, for arbitrarily large N . Dividing by sin�s we �nd that  (s)satis�es (2.22). This shows a) =) b).Conversely, assume b). Then f0(��) is given by (2.19), and we obtainthe expansion (2.20) by shifting the contour of integration past the polesof  (s). The remainder after all terms up to the singularity s = 1� �N isgiven by the integral (2.19) but with � < 1� �N ; it is O(j�j��N+") on S�.3�. The proof under 1� is generalized straightforwardly to Banach spa-ces, with the relevant estimates valid for the norms. �In this analysis, the poles in (2.21) may very well be considered in ageneral sense where we allow some of the coe�cients aj;l to be 0; this ispractical for the applications where vanishing coe�cients often occur, andwe shall use this point of view in the following. (So we can e.g. speak of asimple pole with residue 0 | this is usually not called a pole.)Corollary 2.2 When f(�) and �(s) are as in Theorem 2.1 1�{2�, then�(s)�(s) is meromorphic on C with the singularity structure�(s)�(s) � j=�1Xj=�k �~hjs� j � 1 + 1Xj=0 mjXl=0 ~aj;ll!(s+ �j � 1)l+1 ;~hj = hj�(�j) ; ~aj;l = aj;l�(�j) : (2.29)Thus the singularity structure (2.29) of �(s)�(s) is determined fromthe asymptotic expansion (2.20) of f together with the singular part of theLaurent expansion (2.16) (the coe�cients hj with �k � j � �1), and viceversa.When �0 > �2 , one has moreover, for any �0 < �0 � �2 , any real C1 andC2:j�(s)�(s)j � C 0(C1; C2; �)e��0 j Im sj; for j Im sj � 1; C1 � Re s � C2:(2.30)Proof: Since �(sin�s)�1 = �(s)�(1 � s), (2.29) results from (2.21) bymultiplication by �(1 � s)�1, whose zeros cancel the poles hj=(s � j � 1),j � 0. If � � �=2 = �0 > 0, the estimate j�(s)j � Ce(���)j Im sj shown in the



14proof of Theorem 2.1 (and assured by (2.22)) implies (2.30), since �(s) isO(e(��2+")j Im sj) for j Im sj � 1, �1 < C1 � Re s � C2 < 1, any " > 0.(Cf. e.g. the assertion in Bourbaki [3], p. 182:j�(s)j � p2� j Im sjRe s� 12 e��2 j Im sj for j Im sj ! 1; (2.31)valid for �xed Re s or Re s in compact intervals of R.) �Note in particular that a case mj = 1 in (2.20) corresponds to a doublepole of �(s)�(s) at s = 1� �j (in the strict sense if aj;mj 6= 0).2.3. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE POWER FUNCTION AND THEEXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONNow we shall investigate the relation between properties of exponentialfunctions and of power and zeta functions. The general transition goes asfollows:Theorem 2.3 1� Let e(t) be a function holomorphic in a sector V�0 (forsome �0 2 ]0; �2 [ ), V�0 = ft = rei� j r > 0; j�j < �0g; (2.32)such that e(t) decreases exponentially for jtj ! 1 and is O(jtja) for t! 0in V�, any � < �0, for some a 2 R. Let ' be the Mellin transform of e,'(s) = (Me)(s) := Z 10 ts�1e(t) dt; (2.33)for Re s > �a. Then '(s) is holomorphic for Re s > �a and '(c + i�) isO(e��j�j) for j�j ! 1, when c > �a (uniformly for c in compact intervalsof ]� a;1[ ); and e(t) is recovered from '(s) by the formulae(t) = 12�i RRe s=c t�s'(s) ds: (2.34)2� Moreover, the following properties a) and b) are equivalent:a) e(t) has an asymptotic expansion for t! 0,e(t) � 1Xj=0 mjXl=0 bj;lt�j (log t)l; �j % +1; mj 2N; (2.35)uniformly for t 2 V�, for each � < �0.b) '(s) is meromorphic on C with the singularity structure'(s) � 1Xj=0 mjXl=0 (�1)ll!bj;l(s+ �j)l+1 ; (2.36)



15and for each real C1; C2 and each � < �0,j'(s)j � C(C1; C2; �)e��j Im sj; j Im sj � 1; C1 � Re s � C2: (2.37)3� Let f(�) take values in a Banach space, and be holomorphic inS�0 = fj� � arg �j < �0g for some �0 2 ]�2 ; �] and meromorphic at � = 0(holomorphic for 0 < j�j < %). Assume that as �! 1 in S� (for � < �0),some derivative @m� f(�) is O(j�j�1�") for some " > 0 (so that f(�) isO(j�jm�1)). Let �0 and � be such that ]� � �0; � + �0[� ]� � �0; �2 [ , letC = C�;r0 as in (2.2) with r0 2 ]0; %[ , and lete(t) = i2� RC e�t�f(�) d�; '(s) = �(s) i2� RC ��sf(�) d�; (2.38)for t 2 V�0 resp. Re s > m�". Then e(t) is exponentially decreasing for t!1 in sectors V� with � < �0, and is O(jtj�m) for t! 0, and '(s) and e(t)correspond to one another by (2.33), (2.34). Here, when f(�) = (Q� �)�1,then e(t) = e�tQ�?0 (Q) and '(s) = �(s)Z(Q; s).Proof: 1�. Note �rst that replacing e(t) by tbe(t) replaces '(s) by '(s+ b),so we can assume that a > 0 and then consider c � 0. The function '(s)is holomorphic for Re s � 0 since the integrand ts�1e(t) is so and has anintegrable majorant there.By a change of variables t = ex, we see that '1(�) = '(i�) is theconjugate Fourier transform of e1(x) = e(ex) 2 L2(R):'1(�) = '(i�) = Z 10 ti�e(t)dtt = Z 1�1 eix�e(ex) dx = Z 1�1 eix�e1(x) dx;so by Fourier's inversion formula,e(t) = e1(x) = 12� R1�1 e�ix�'1(�) d� = 12�i RRe s=0 t�s'(s) ds: (2.39)Similarly, '(c+i�) is the conjugate Fourier transform of e(ex)exc for c > 0.The hypothesis on exponential decrease of e(t) in the sectors V� allowsus to shift the path of integration in (2.33) from t 2 R+ to t 2 ei�R+ forj�j < �0 (corresponding to a shift to x 2 R+ i�); this gives:'(c+ i�) = Z 10 (rei�)c+i�e(rei�)drr= e��� Z 10 ri�e(rei�)(rei�)c drr = e���g(�; �; c);



16where g is bounded as a function of � 2 R, locally uniformly in c � 0.Taking � > 0 for � > 0 and � < 0 for � < 0, we see that '(c+ i�) decreasesexponentially (like e��j�j) for j�j ! 1, in any vertical strip fs = c + i� jC1 � c � C2; � 2 Rg with 0 � C1 � C2. Then we can also shift theintegration path in (2.39) from Re s = 0 to Re s = c, c � 0. This shows 1�.2�. Assume now in addition (2.35). Let us �rst write '(s) as'(s) = Z 10 ts�1e(t)dt+ Z 11 ts�1e(t)dt: (2.40)The second integral de�nes an entire function of s. The expansion (2.35)means thate(t) = N�1Xj=0 mjXl=0 bj;lt�j (log t)l + %N (t);%N (t) = O(jtj�N�") for t! 0 in V�; (2.41)for " > 0 and any positive integer N ; we insert this in the �rst integral.Observe the formulas, valid for Re s > ��,Z 10 ts�1+�(log t)l dt = (�1)ll!(s+ �)l ;Z 10 ts�1+�(log t)l e�t dt = @ls�(s+ �); (2.42)where the cases l > 0 follow from the cases l = 0 by application of @ls. Theremainder %N (t) in (2.41) gives a function holomorphic for Re s > ��N +",and for the powers of t we use (2.42); this shows (2.36).To show the exponential decrease of '(s) on general vertical strips, onecan shift the contour in (2.33) and proceed much as in the proof of Theorem2.1. Another instructive method is to insert the expansion et =P��0 1�!t� ,that gives ett�j (log t)l = M�1X�=0 1�! t�j+�(log t)l +O(t�j+M�");for any " > 0 and positive integer M . Then we can writee(t) = e(t)ete�t = � X�j+�<M Xl�mj bj;l 1�! t�j+�(log t)l�e�t + ~%M (t);with ~%M (t) = O(jtjM�") for t! 0 in V�;



17where ~%M (t) is exponentially decreasing for jtj ! 1 in V� since the otherterms are so, and hence'(s) = Z 10 ts�1� X�j+�<M Xl�mj bj;l 1�! t�j+�(log t)l�e�tdt+ Z 10 ts�1~%M (t) dt: (2.43)The last integral de�nes a function that is holomorphic for Re s > �M + "and exponentially decreasing (like e��j Im sj) on strips �M + " < C1 �Re s � C2, by 1�. For the contributions from the �rst integral we use thesecond formula in (2.42) together with the fact that the gamma function�(s) and its derivatives are O(e(��2+"0)j Im sj), any "0 > 0, for j Im sj � 1,�1 < C1 � Re s � C2 < 1, cf. e.g. [3], pp. 181{182. This gives (2.37),completing the proof of a) =) b).Conversely, assume b). Then e(t) is given by (2.34), and we obtain theexpansion (2.35) by shifting the contour of integration past the poles of'(s). The remainder after all terms up to and including the singularity s =��N is given by an integral like (2.34) but with c < ��N ; it is O(jtj�N�").3�. That e(t) de�ned here is exponentially decreasing for jtj ! 1 in V�,� < �0, follows since je��tj � e�jtj with  > 0 on the integration curve.The estimate for t! 0 follows sinceZC e��tf(�) d� = (�t)�m ZC�@m� e��t�f(�) d� = t�m ZC e��t@m� f(�) d�for t 2 V�, where e��t@m� f(�) has a �xed integrable majorant for t! 0. Theformula (2.33) for ' is shown by a complex change of variables, where wereplace t by u=� for each �; when arg � 2 ]0; �2 [ , the ray R+ is transformedto a ray �� with argument � arg � 2 ]� �2 ; 0[ , and vice versa. The integralof us�1e�u on such a ray is again equal to �(s), as noted above. Thus (recallthat f(�) is O(j�jm�1))Z 10 ts�1 i2� ZC e�t�f(�) d�dt = i2� ZC Z�� us�1��se�uf(�) dud�= �(s) i2� ZC ��sf(�) d�: �3. Weakly polyhomogeneous symbols3.1. POLYHOMOGENEOUS SYMBOL CLASSESWe here sketch the properties of the symbol class used to get trace expan-sions for the general APS problem; details are given in [14].



18 Consider symbols p(x; �; �), where x and � 2 Rn, � 2 � (a sector ofC n f0g). We shall say that:p is strongly homogeneous of degree m, whenp(x; t�; t�) = tmp(x; �; �) for j�j2 + j�j2 � 1; t � 1;(�; �) 2 Rn � (� [ f0g): (3.1)p is weakly homogeneous of degree m, whenp(x; t�; t�) = tmp(x; �; �) for j�j; t � 1; (�; �) 2 Rn � �: (3.2)Example 3.1 Let a(x; �) be positive and C1 on Rn �Rn, and homoge-neous in � of degree r 2 N for j�j � 1. Then a(x; �)+�r and (a(x; �)+�r)�1extend to:strongly homogeneous symbols of degree r, resp. �r, if a is polyno-mial in � (it is the symbol of a di�erential operator);weakly homogeneous symbols of degree r, resp. �r, if a is not polyno-mial in � (it is the symbol of a genuine  do).If for example r = n = 2, a(x; �) = �21 + �22 enters in the �rst case, anda(x; �) = (�41 + �42)=(�21 + �22) (for j�j � 1) enters in the second case.Both cases can be shown to belong to the following symbol classes(where (a(x; �) + �r)�1 2 S�r;0 \ S0;�r):De�nition 3.2 Sm;0(Rn;Rn;�) consists of the functions p(x; �; �) that areholomorphic in � for j(�; �)j � ", � 2 �, and satisfy, denoting 1� = z,@jzp(�; �; 1z ) is in Sm+j(Rn;Rn) for 1z 2 �; withuniform estimates for jzj � 1; 1z 2 closed subsectors of �: (3.3)Moreover, we set Sm;d(Rn;Rn;�) = �dSm;0(Rn;Rn;�).Here Sm(Rn;Rn) denotes the standard  do symbol space consisting ofthe functions p(x; �) 2 C1(Rn �Rn) such that @�x@�� p is O(h�im�j�j) forall �; � 2 Nn. The rules of calculus for such symbols are well-known, seee.g. H�ormander [18], Seeley [23], Shubin [24], H�ormander [19] for various set-ups with local or global estimates in x. We call the symbols in Sm(Rn�Rn)classical, when they moreover have expansions in series of homogeneousterms (in �, j�j � 1) of degrees m� j, j 2 N.When symbols p(x; �) of order m are considered as depending on onemore variable �, they lie in Sm;0:Sm(Rn;Rn) � Sm;0(Rn;Rn;�); any �: (3.4)



19The symbols in Sm;d(Rn;Rn;�) de�ne  do's P = OP(p) (which dependon the parameter �) by the usual formula:OP(p)f(x) = Z eix��p(x; �; �)f̂(�) d{�; f 2 S(Rn); (3.5)with d{� = (2�)�nd�. The de�nition extends to more general functions anddistributions f as in the nonparametrized case. When m < �n, OP(p) isan integral operator with continuous kernel Kp(x; y; �);Kp(x; y; �) = Z ei(x�y)��p(x; �; �) d{�;in particular, Kp(x; x; �) = Z p(x; �; �) d{�: (3.6)The operators have good composition rules, since Sm;d � Sm0;d0� Sm+m0 ;d+d0 , and since one can refer to the standard rules for Sm sym-bol classes, which must here hold uniformly in z as in (3.3). One �nds forexample thatP 2 OP(Sm;d); P 0 2 OP(Sm0;d0) =) PP 0 2 OP(Sm+m0;d+d0) (3.7)(under the usual precautions on supports or global estimates), and theresulting symbol is described by the usual formula(p � p0)(x; �; �) � X�2Nn 1�!@�� p(x; �; �)(�i@x)�p0(x; �; �) in Sm+m0;d+d0 :(3.8)The expansion in (3.8) is an expansion in terms with decreasing m-exponents m + m0 � j, j ! 1 (j = j�j). Such expansions enter in thetheory as follows:When pj 2 Smj ;d for a sequence mj & �1 (for j ! 1, j 2 N), andp 2 Sm0;d, we say that p �Pj2N pj in Sm0;d ifp�Xj<J pj 2 SmJ ;d for any J 2N: (3.9)For any given sequence pj 2 Smj ;d with mj & �1, there exists a psuch that (3.9) holds.For the present special symbols there is another type of expansion thatis of great interest:Theorem 3.3 When p 2 Sm;d(Rn;Rn;�), then p has an expansion interms �d�kp(d;k)(x; �) with p(d;k) 2 Sm+k(Rn;Rn), such that for any N ,p(x; �; �)� X0�k<N �d�kp(d;k)(x; �) 2 Sm+N;d�N (Rn;Rn;�): (3.10)



20 In the proof one reduces to the case d = 0 by multiplication by ��d;then the expansion is essentially a Taylor expansion in z = 1� at z = 0.Note that in (3.10), the order of p(d;k) increases with increasing k,whereas the power of � decreases. A very simple example is(1 + j�j2 + �2)�1 = ��2(1� ��2h�i2 + ��4h�i4 � : : : ):Corollary 3.4 When p 2 S�1;d, the kernel Kp(x; y; �) of OP(p) has anexpansion Kp(x; y; �) � Xk2N�d�kKp;k(x; y); Kp;k 2 C1: (3.11)De�nition 3.2 contains no homogeneity requirements, but we now de�nea polyhomogeneous subspace:De�nition 3.5 A symbol p 2 Sm0�d;d is called weakly polyhomoge-neous, when p � Pj2N pj, with pj 2 Smj�d;d, mj & �1 for j ! 1,j 2 N, such that the pj are weakly homogeneous of degrees mj (cf. (3.2)).This will be compared with:De�nition 3.6 A function p(x; �; �) 2 C1(Rn �Rn � (� [ f0g) is calledstrongly polyhomogeneous of degreem if there is a sequence of functionspj 2 C1(Rn � Rn � (� [ f0g) that are strongly homogeneous of degreem� j (cf. (3.1)) such that@�x@�� @k�(p�Xj<J pj) = O(h(�; �)im�J�j�j�k); (3.12)for all indices, uniformly for � in closed subsectors of � [ f0g.Then one has in fact:Theorem 3.7 When p is strongly polyhomogeneous of degree m 2 Z, thenit is also weakly polyhomogeneous, with degrees m� j, j 2 N, and withp 2 Sm;0 + S0;m if m � 0; p 2 Sm;0 \ S0;m if m � 0;@�x@�� @k�p 2 Sm�j�j�k;0 \ S0;m�j�j�k for j�j+ k � m; all �: (3.13)As a consequence, classical symbols of order m 2 Z in n+ 1 cotangentvariables give strongly polyhomogeneous symbols in n cotangent variables,when one cotangent variable is replaced by � (here � = R+ [R�).



21The type of parameter-dependence entering in Theorem 3.7 was usedby Agmon and by Agranovi�c and Vishik in resolvent studies for di�erentialoperators; for  do's this is the kind of parameter-dependence studied e.g. inShubin [24] and many other works. It is a mild generalization that does notcover resolvents (P � �)�1 and parabolic operators such as @=@t+P whenP is truly pseudodi�erential (as treated in [12]).3.2. APPLICATIONS TO KERNEL AND TRACE EXPANSIONSBoth the expansion in Theorem 3.3 and the expansion in De�nition 3.5enter in the proof of:Theorem 3.8 Let p be weakly polyhomogeneous as in De�nition 3.5, withm0 � d < �n. Then OP(p) has a continuous kernel Kp(x; y; �) with anexpansion on the diagonalKp(x; x; �) � 1Xj=0 aj(x)�mj+n + 1Xk=0[ck(x) log �+ c0k(x)]�d�k ; (3.14)for j�j ! 1, uniformly for � in closed subsectors of �. The coe�cientsaj(x) and cd�mj�n(x) are determined by pj(x; �; �) for j�j � 1 (are \local"),while the c0k(x) are \global."Details of proof are given in [14]. A brief explanation: One uses thegeneral principle that \remainders contribute to c0k terms," by Corollary3.3. The pj contribute with (cf. (3.6))Kpj (x; x; �) = ZRn pj(x; �; �) d{�= Zj�j�j�j pj d{� + Zj�j�1 pj d{� + Z1�j�j�j�j pj d{� = I1 + I2 + I3; (3.15)where I1 gives part of the aj term, I2 gives c0k terms, and I3 gives the restof aj and cd�mj�n (if d�mj�n 2N) and some c0k terms. One has of courseto show that the contributions to the c0k pile up in a controlled way.When the operator acts on a compact boundaryless manifold, integra-tion of Kp(x; x; �) in x gives a similar expansion of the trace:Corollary 3.9 Let P be a �-dependent  do on a compact manifold M ofdimension n, with symbol satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8 in localcoordinates. Then it is trace class, the trace satisfyingTrP � 1Xj=0 aj�mj+n + 1Xk=0[ck log �+ c0k]�d�k ; (3.16)



22for j�j ! 1, uniformly for � in closed subsectors of �. The coe�cients arederived from those in (3.14) for coordinate patches by integration over M .The result applies in particular to expressions containing a di�erentiatedresolvent: P = S@m� (Q� �)�1; (3.17)where Q is a classical elliptic  do of positive integer order r on a compactboundaryless manifold M of dimension n1, with principal symbol qr(x; �)having no eigenvalues on R�, S is a classical  do of order d, and m ischosen so that d � r(1 +m) < �n1. With � = (��)1=r for � in a narrowsector � around R�, the symbol is in Sd�r(1+m);0 \S0;d�r(1+m) and weaklypolyhomogeneous. Then Theorem 3.8 and its corollary lead to an expansionof the diagonal kernel and the trace, generalizing the result of Agranovi�c[1] for S = I (cf. [14] for details). The kernel K(x; y; P ) satis�es on thediagonal:K(x; x; S@m� (Q� �)�1)�X1j=0aj(x)�n1+d�jr �m�1 + 1Xk=0(ck(x) log �+ c0k(x))��k�m�1; (3.18)for j�j ! 1, uniformly in closed subsectors of �. Consequently, one has forthe trace:TrS@m� (Q� �)�1 �X1j=0aj�n1+d�jr �m�1 + 1Xk=0(ck log �+ c0k)��k�m�1 ;(3.19)where the coe�cients are the integrals over M of the �ber traces of thecoe�cients de�ned in (3.18).If S is a di�erential operator (in particular if S = I), then c0(x) = 0and the complete coe�cient of ��m�1 is locally determined.If S and Q are both di�erential operators, we are in the well-knowncase where no logarithms occur, and all coe�cients are locally determined(cf. [22]). This is shown by a simpler version of the above proof wherethe decomposition (3.15) is not needed since the symbols are smooth andhomogeneous at � = 0, and it gives an expansion we may write as follows(denoting S by D):K(x; x;D@m� (Q� �)�1) �X1j=0bj(x;D;Q)(��)n1+d�jr �m�1;TrD@m� (Q� �)�1 �X1j=0bj(D;Q)(��)n1+d�jr �m�1; (3.20)



23for �!1 in suitable sectors. Let r be even. Then since the symbol termshomogeneous of odd degree satisfy p(x;��; �) = �p(x; �; �), their contri-butions to the diagonal kernel and the trace vanish (cf. (3.6)); hencebj(x;D;Q) and bj(D;Q) are zero for d� j odd. (3.21)For later reference we list the formula for the zeta function that followsfrom (3.20) by Corollary 2.2, in the case where the di�erential operator Qis selfadjoint � 0 and of order 2. We have to take the singularity resultingfrom the nullspace V0(Q) (of �nite dimension �0(Q)) into account; in fact,D@m� (Q� �)�1 �D�0(Q)@m� (��)�1 (3.22)is holomorphic at 0. Here �0(Q) is an integral operator with C1 kernelK(x; y;�0(Q)) = P1�l��0 ul(x) 
 ul(y), where the ul are a smooth or-thonormal basis of V0. The kernel of D�0(Q) is P1�l��0(Dul(x)) 
 ul(y).Then the singularity at 0 ofK(x; x;D@m� (Q��)�1), resp. TrD@m� (Q��)�1,is K(x; x;D�0(Q))@m� (��)�1; resp. TrD�0(Q)@m� (��)�1: (3.23)In this case (3.20) is seen to correspond, by (2.10) and Corollary 2.2, to thefollowing pole descriptions of the diagonal kernel and trace of �(s)DZ(Q; s):�(s)K(x; x;DZ(Q; s)) � 1Xj=0 cj(x;D;Q)s+ j�n1�d2 � K(x; x;D�0(Q))s ;�(s)Tr(DZ(Q; s)) � 1Xj=0 cj(D;Q)s+ j�n1�d2 � Tr(D�0(Q))s ; (3.24)withcj(x;D;Q) = bj(x;D;Q)�(m+ 1 + j�n1�d2 ) ; cj(D;Q) = ZM tr cj(x;D;Q) dx;cj = 0 for j � d odd. (3.25)In particular, if Q is the square of a selfadjoint �rst-order di�erentialoperator A, andD is multiplication by  (x), we get for the pole structure ofthe zeta and eta functions, taking the vanishing of coe�cients into account:�(s)�( ;A2; s) = �(s)Tr( Z(A2; s)) � 1Xk=0 c2k( ;A2)s+ k � n12 � Tr( �0(A))s ;�(s)�( ;A; 2s � 1) = �(s)Tr( AZ(A2; s)) � 1Xk=0 c2k+1( A;A2)s+ k � n12 :(3.26)



24 Let us also list the consequences for the heat kernel and trace, by The-orem 2.3:K(x; x;De�tQ�?0 (Q)) � 1Xj=0 cj(x;D;Q)t j�n1�d2 �K(x; x;D�0(Q));K(x; x;De�tQ) � 1Xj=0 cj(x;D;Q)t j�n1�d2 ;Tr(De�tQ) � 1Xj=0 cj(D;Q)t j�n1�d2 ; (3.27)note that the e�ects of the nullspace projection have been cancelled out inthe second and third lines. (In Theorem 2.3, a simple pole at s = 0 for '(s)corresponds to a constant term for e(t).)4. The APS resolvent in the product case4.1. GENERALITIES ON RESOLVENTSWe now return to the APS operator on a manifold with boundary, as de-scribed in Section 1.2.One auxiliary tool is to consider an extension of P to a larger manifoldwithout boundary. As mentioned after (1.14), one can choose a speci�cextension eP to the double eX in the product case. However, in the �nalformulas, the choice of extension really plays no role, since all operators arerestricted back to X (more comments in [15], Remark 3.6), so we can let ePstand for any extension satisfying the ellipticity requirements. In the generalcase, we just extend to a neighboring open manifold eX = X[(X 0� ]�1; 0[ )preserving the ellipticity hypotheses there.We denote the extended \Laplacians" e�1 = eP � eP and e�2 = eP eP �, andset Qi;� = ( e�i � �)�1: (4.1)In the product case where e�i is selfadjoint � 0 on the compact manifold eX ,this is well-de�ned for � 2 C outside a discrete subset of R+, and the zetaand eta functions as well as the heat trace for the e�i behave as describedat the end of the preceding section.In the general case, Qi;� is, to begin with, just de�ned in a parametrixsense, but it can be modi�ed such that for su�ciently large �( e�i;+ � �)Qi;�;+ = I on X (4.2)



25(as explained in detail in [14], p. 508{9). Here we use the convention ofde�ning, for an operator S on eX , the truncation S+ to X byS+u = r+Se+u; (4.3)where e+u denotes the extension of u with e+u(x0; xn) = 0 for xn < 0, andr+ denotes restriction to fxn > 0g. We shall also writeTr+ S = Tr[S+]: (4.4)(The plus-subscript is often omitted when one deals with di�erential oper-ators, since they act locally.)The Qi;� enter as pseudodi�erential parts of the resolvents we are look-ing for: Ri;� = Qi;�;+ +Gi;�; (4.5)where the Gi;� are singular Green operators (in the notation of Boutet deMonvel [4]); s.g.o.s..Remark 4.1 One of the well-known ways to describe the resolvent of agiven boundary value problem is the following: Consider a problem(P � �)u = f on X; Tu = ' on X 0; (4.6)where P is elliptic of order d in a bundle E over X, and T is a trace operator(from Hd(X;E) to a suitable Sobolev space HT (X 0; F ) over the boundaryX 0). The resolvent R� is the solution operator R� : f 7! u for the problem(4.6) with ' = 0. Assume that P � �, extended to a larger manifold eX ,has an inverse Q� such that (P � �)Q�;+ = I on X, where Q�;+ mapsL2(X;E) into Hd(X;E). Assume moreover that the problem (4.6) withf = 0 has a solution operator K� : ' 7! u (such that (P � �)K� = 0,TK� = I), mapping HT (X 0; F ) into Hd(X;E). Such an operator goingfrom the boundary to the interior is called a Poisson operator in [4].Then the full problem (4.6) has at most one solution for any data ff; 'gin L2(X;E) �HT (X 0; F ), since null-data give the null-solution. Moreover,the resolvent equals R� = Q�;+ �K�TQ�;+; (4.7)for this operator veri�es (P � �)R� = I and TR� = 0 and is de�ned on allof L2(X;E) so it must be the unique solution operator.In (4.7) we see the structure of the resolvent as the sum of a  do termand a term composed of a Poisson operator K� and a general type of traceoperator TQ�;+; here K�TQ�;+ is an example of a singular Green operator.



26 Another auxiliary tool in the analysis of the inverse (4.5) is to compareit with the inverse on the cylinder X0 = X 0 �R+. De�neP 0 = �(@n +A); P 00 = (�@n +A)��; soP 00P 0 = D2n +A2; P 0P 00 = �(D2n +A2)��: (4.8)They have a meaning on X0, where P 0 goes from E01 to E02 , the respectiveliftings of E01 and E02, and P 00 is the formal adjoint of P 0 with respectto the product measure. They can be extended to bundles eE0i over eX0 =X 0 � R; the simplest choice is to take the eE0i as the liftings of E0i andextend the formulas in (4.8). We denote the extensions eP 0, e�01 = ( eP 0)0 eP 0,e�02 = eP 0( eP 0)0.On the cylinder X0 we consider the realization P 0B of P 0 de�ned bythe boundary condition B0u = 0, with the Laplacians �01 = P 0�B P 0B and�02 = P 0BP 0�B . The resolvents are:R0i;� = Q0i;�;+ +G0i;�; withQ01;� = (D2n +A2 � �)�1; Q02;� = �(D2n +A2 � �)�1��; (4.9)the G0i;� being singular Green operators (as in Remark 4.1).In the product case one can show that the true resolvent Ri;� is, nearX 0, very closely related to R0i;�, in such a way that the singular Greencontributions to the asymptotic expansions we are looking for are essentiallythe same. In the general case, R0i;� is a �rst order approximation in somesense, so we can take it as a point of departure for the construction of thetrue resolvent Ri;�.4.2. DECOMPOSITION FORMULAS IN THE PRODUCT CASEIn the product case, very precise information will be obtained for the asymp-totic expansions, on the basis of exact formulas for the operators involved.Let A� = (A2 � �)1=2; for � 2 C nR+; A0 = A+�0(A): (4.10)We shall here describe the results for the case B = �� (i.e., B0 = 0) indetail. [15] moreover treats B = �� + B0 with B0 ranging in V0(A). Ina recent manucript [6], Br�uning and Lesch treat certain other boundaryconditions for problems as in Remark 1.3, see Remark 4.14 below.Using the cylindrical structure, we shall write the s.g.o. terms in (4.9)explicitly in terms of the special operator(G�u)(x0; xn) = Z 10 e�(xn+yn)A�u(x0; yn) dyn: (4.11)



27When G is an operator de�ned by Gu = R10 G(xn; yn)u(x0; yn) dyn, whereG is a function of xn; yn valued in operators on x0-space, we call G(xn; yn)the normal kernel of G, and de�ne its normal trace astrnG = Z 10 G(xn; xn) dxn; (4.12)when it exists. The normal kernel of G� is e�(xn+yn)A� , and the normaltrace is trnG� = Z 10 e�2xnA� dxn = (2A�)�1: (4.13)Example 4.2 To explain how G� enters, consider the Dirichlet problemfor D2n +A2 � � on X0,(D2n +A2 � �)u = f; 0u = '; (4.14)from the point of view of Remark 4.1. The Poisson operator solving (4.14)with f = 0 is K0Dir;�' = e�xnA�'; (4.15)and the composition 0Q01;�;+ acts like0(D2n +A2 � �)�1e+f = 0 12A� Z 10 e�jxn�ynjA�e+f(x0; yn)dyn= Z 10 12A� e�ynA�f(x0; yn)dyn; (4.16)so the singular Green operator term as in (4.7) equals the composed oper-atorG0Dir;�f = �K0Dir;�0Q01;�;+f= �12A� Z 10 e�(xn+yn)A�f(x0; yn) dyn = �12A�G�f: (4.17)Thus the resolvent equals(�0Dir � �)�1 = R0Dir;� = Q01;�;+ � 12A�G�: (4.18)For a Robin-type boundary condition 0(@n + S)u = 0, where S com-mutes with A2 and A��S is invertible, one �nds in a similar way that thesingular Green operator term in the resolvent isG0Rob;� = 12A� A�+SA��SG�: (4.19)In particular for the Neumann condition, G0Neu;� = 12A�G�.



28 The actual boundary conditions mix boundary values and normal de-rivatives in a more complicated way; for example, �01 has the boundarycondition (cf. (1.6))��0u = 0; �<0(@n +A)u = 0; (4.20)where we have used that �< = I��� and that ��� = I. This is a Dirichletcondition on the functions of xn valued in V� and a Robin-type conditionon the functions of xn valued in V<, so by applying Example 4.2 to eachcomponent, we �nd that the singular Green term in (�01 � �)�1 has theform G01;� = � �12A��� + 12A� A�+AA��A�<�G� (4.21)(which has a good sense since �A is positive on V<). Along with the cor-responding formula for G02;�, this may be written as in [13], [15]:G01;� = Ge;� +Go;� � �0(A)2p��G�;G02;� = �(Ge;� �Go;� + �0(A)2p��G�)��; whereGe;� = �jAj2A�(jAj+A�)G� = ( �A22�A� + jAj2� )G�;Go;� = �12(jAj+A�) AjA0jG� = (� A2� + A�2� AjA0j)G�: (4.22)Recall (4.10); for the last expressions it is used that 1=(jAj+A�) = (jAj �A�)=(A2 � (A2 � �)) = jAj=� � A�=�. The indices e and o refer to theevenness and oddness of the principal symbols with respect to �0. (Theparity alternates between even and odd in the sequences of lower ordersymbols.) All the operators are de�ned and holomorphic for � 2 C nR+.Moreover, Ge;� and Go;� are holomorphic at 0 because of the factors jAjand A that vanish on the nullspace.From (4.13), (4.22) follow:trnGe;� = �A24�A2� + jAj4A�� ; trnGo;� = �A4�A� + 14� AjA0j : (4.23)Example 4.3 The corresponding expressions for the Dirichlet and Robin-type problems considered in Example 4.2 aretrnG0Dir;� = �14A2� = �14 1A2�� ; trnG0Rob;� = 14A2� A�+SA��S : (4.24)Now one can show that near X 0, the true s.g.o Gi;� is very similar tothe cylindrical version G0i;�.



29Lemma 4.4 (Product case.) Let � 2 C10 (R) with �(xn) = 1 for jxnj < c3 ,�(xn) = 0 for jxnj > 2c3 . Then G1;� � �G01;�� is trace class in L2(E1)with norm O(j�j�N ) for j�j ! 1 with arg � 2 [�; 2� � �], any � > 0.The same is true of @k�[G1;� � �G01;��] for k = 1; 2; : : : , and of expressionsDG1;���D0G01;��, where D is a di�erential operator, constant in xn nearX 0 and equal to D0 there.Similar estimates hold for G2;���G02;�� in L2(E2), and for the operators(1� �)G0i;� and G0i;� � �G0i;�� in L2(E0i ). Here the G0i;� can be replaced byGe;� or Go;�.All these functions are holomorphic in � 2 C nR+.The proof is given in detail in [15], using elements of [13]. It extends toshow that the operators also map into Hs, any s, with O(j�j�N ) estimatesfor any N .We now construct the zeta functions. For this, we integrate ��sRi;�along an appropriate curve C as in Theorem 2.1, running along the negativeaxis and around a small circle of radiusr0 < minf�1(�i); �1( e�i); �1(A2)g; (4.25)where �1 denotes the smallest positive eigenvalue. (C could also be takento be a curve in Re � > 0 closer to the spectra.) Then (cf. (4.3))Z(�i; s) = i2� RC ��sRi;� d� = i2� RC ��sQi;�;+ d�+ i2� RC ��sGi;� d�= Z( e�i; s)+ +GZ;i;s; where we have setGZ;i;s = i2� RC ��sGi;� d�: (4.26)In the trace calculations in Theorem 4.6 below, we shall replace Gi;� byG0i;� by use of Lemma 4.4. De�ne the transformsGZ;e;s = i2� RC ��sGe;� d�; GZ;o;s = i2� RC ��sGo;� d�: (4.27)To describe the various GZ , we use the function de�ned for Re(�t) <Re s < 0 byFt(s) = i2� RC�;r0 ��s�1(1� �)�t d�= i2� (e(�s�1)i� � e(s+1)i�) R10 u�s�1(1 + u)�t du= 1� sin�(s+ 1) �(�s)�(s+t)�(t) = �(s+t)�(t)�(s+1) ; (4.28)C�;r0 is taken with r0 2 ]0; 1[ , cf. (2.2). Ft(s) coincides with the binomialcoe�cient �s+t�1t�1 �, also equal to (sB(t; s))�1, where B is the beta function.



30Ft(s) extends meromorphically to general s and t 2 C. In particular,F 12 (s) = �(s+ 12 )p� �(s+1) = �s� 12� 12 �; F1(s) = 1;F0(s) = 0 if s 6= 0; Ft(0) = 1 if �(t) 6=1: (4.29)That F1(s) = 1 follows directly from the �rst integral in (4.14), and theformula for F0(s) follows from the fact that i2� RC ��s�1 d� = 0 for Re s > 0.The formulas for the singular Green operator terms are greatly simpli-�ed when we take normal traces.Proposition 4.5 De�ne GZ;e;s and GZ;o;s by (4.27), cf. also (4.13), (4.10).Then trnGZ;e;s = 14(F 12 (s)� 1)Z(A2; s);trnGZ;o;s = �14F 12 (s)Y (A; 2s): (4.30)Proof: Expand the operators on X 0 with respect to the orthogonal eigen-projections f��g�2sp(A) for A. Our GZ;e;s and GZ;o;s are both 0 in the zeroeigenspace. Using (4.23) we �nd, by replacing � by �2� for each �,trnGZ;e;s = trn i2� RC ��sGe;� d� = i2� RC ��s( �A24�A2� + jAj4A��) d�=X� 14 i2� RC ��s�1(� �2�2�� + j�j(�2��) 12 ) d� ���=X� 14 j�j�2s i2� RC ��s�1( �11�� + 1(1��) 12 ) d� � ��= 14 (�F1(s) + F 12 (s))Z(A2; s) = 14(�1 + F 12 (s))Z(A2; s);(4.31)trnGZ;o;s = trn i2� RC ��sGo;� d� = i2� RC ��s( �A4�A� + 14� AjA0j) d�=X� 14 i2� RC ��s�1(� �(�2��) 12 + �j�j) d� ���=X� 14�j�j�2s�1 i2� RC ��s�1( �1(1��) 12 + 1) d� � ��= 14(�F 12 (s) + F0(s))Y (A; 2s) = �14F 12 (s)Y (A; 2s): �(4.32)Note that the even part produces a function derived from the zeta func-tion of A, and the odd part produces a function derived from the eta func-tion of A. This is the fundamental observation for the following, relatingthe power functions of the boundary value problem to those of A.Now we combine this with the interior contribution, taken from thedoubled manifold eX. This leads to the key result:



31Theorem 4.6 (Product case with B0 = 0.) The zeta functions have thefollowing decompositions:�(s)�(�i; s) = �(s)[�+( e�i; s)+14(F 12 (s)�1)�(A2; s)+(�1)i 14F 12 (s)�(A; 2s)]+ 1s [Tr+(�0( e�i))� �0(�i) + (�1)i 14�0(A)] + hi(s); (4.33)where the hi are entire. Moreover, �(s)�(�i; s) is O(e(��2+")j Im sj) for j Im sj� 1, �1 < C1 � Re s � C2 <1, any " > 0.Here �+( e�i; s) = Tr+ Z( e�i; s) (cf. (4.4)).The basic idea in the proof goes as follows: By Lemma 4.4, the resolvent(�i � �)�1 = ( e�i � �)�1+ + Gi;� has the same asymptotic behavior for �going to in�nity as ( e�i��)�1+ +�G0i;��, and the last term behaves like G0i;�.Here the contribution from e�i is well-known; and the contributions fromGe;� and Go;� in G0i;� have been dealt with in Proposition 4.5; they give theterms involving F 12 (s). What remains is some adjustments due to the Lau-rent expansions of the resolvents at � = 0 and the trace of G0i;� restrictedto the nullspace of A, plus the contribution from an O(j�j�N ) term; theseadjustments yield the coe�cient of 1s in (4.33) and the entire function. Theexplanation is slightly technical because of the need to consider di�erenti-ated resolvents as in (2.11). We leave out further details; they are given in[15].Example 4.7 For the Dirichlet realization �0Dir of D2n +A2, a calculationas in (4.31) gives, by (4.24),trnGZ;Dir;s = trn i2� RC ��sG0Dir;� d� = i2� RC ��s �14(A2��) d� = �14Z(A2; s):Then the zeta function for the Dirichlet realization �Dir of P �P has thedecomposition (with h(s) entire):�(s)�(�Dir; s) = �(s)�+( e�1; s)� 14�(s)�(A2; s) + h(s): (4.34)For the Neumann case one gets this formula with �14 replaced by +14 .A similar analysis applies to the eta functions associated with PB , andto functions with di�erential operators inserted in front. Consider e.g. theeta function �(s)Tr('P��s1 ), where ' is a bundle morphism from E2 toE1, equal to '0 = 'jX0 on X 0 � [0; c]. (Some morphism is needed in orderto allow taking the trace in L2(E1); e.g., �� can be used for '.)



32Theorem 4.8 (Product case with B0 = 0.) The eta function�(s)�(';PB ; 2s� 1) has the following decomposition:�(s)�(';PB ; 2s� 1) � �(s)Tr('P��s1 )= �(s)�Tr+('P e��s1 ) + 14(F 12 (s� 1)� 1)�('0�;A; 2s� 1)�+ 14p� Tr('0��0(A))(s� 12)�1 + h1(s); (4.35)where h1(s) is entire. Moreover, �(s)�(';PB ; 2s�1) is O(e(��2+")j Im sj) forj Im sj � 1, �1 < C1 � Re s � C2 <1, any " > 0.There is a similar result for �(s)Tr('P ���s2 ), where ' is a morphismfrom E1 to E2.4.3. PRECISE TRACE FORMULAS IN THE PRODUCT CASEIt is shown in Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 how the zeta and eta functions of theAPS operator arise by simple addition of known zeta and eta functions withfactors de�ned from F 12 (s) in front.This makes it easy to determine the pole structure! We know the polestructure of the zeta and eta functions of the operators eP , e�i and A, and wealso know the pole structure of F 12 (s) from its gamma function components.The result is that we get from each decomposition a meromorphic functionwith poles where those functions have them; and the poles will be doublewhen there are coincidences. Accordingly, there will be heat trace expan-sions with powers t� corresponding to the simple poles ��, and powers t�plus t� log t terms corresponding to double poles ��.We list the precise result below. An interesting aspect is that it showsa di�erence between the cases n even and n odd.In the case n even, coincidences between poles give rise to double poles(hence log-terms in the heat operator formulation). At a double pole ��,the singular part consists both of a coe�cient c times (s+�)�2 and anothercoe�cient c0 times (s+ �)�1. The �rst coe�cient c is determined from thesymbols of the operators in a well-known local way, whereas the secondcoe�cient c0 is usually just globally determined.In the case n odd, there are no coincidences, hence no double poles. Buthere the poles of F 12 force us to evaluate the zeta and eta functions at thepoints midways between their well-known poles; also this gives new globalcoe�cients. (These are the points where the poles according to (3.24) havevanishing residue (3.25), so the value can also be regarded as the secondcoe�cient where the �rst one is 0.)Now comes the detailed description:



33We denote the second coe�cient in the Laurent series for �(s)�(D;Q; s)at a pole sj = �j+n1+d2 by c0j(D;Q):c0j(D;Q) = lims!sj��(s)�(D;Q; s)� cj(D;Q)s�sj � = Ress=sj �(s)�(D;Q;s)s�sj ;(4.36)here Ress=s0 means the residue at s0. (In case cj(D;Q) = 0, c0j(D;Q) is thevalue of �(s)�(D;Q; s) at the point.)We also need to de�ne some universal constants:�m = Ress=� 12�m 14F 12 (s) = (�1)m4m!p� �( 12�m) ;�0m = Ress=� 12�m 14F 12 (s)(s+ 12 �m)�1;k = 14(F 12 (k2 )� 1) = 14h �( k+12 )p� �(1+ k2 ) � 1i;"m = Ress=� 12�m 14F 12 (s)�(s) = (�1)m+14m!p� (m+ 12 ) ;�m = Ress= 12�m 14F 12 (s� 1)�(s) = Ress= 12�m 14p��(s� 12 ) = (�1)m4p�m! ;(4.37)here m 2 N, and the k are integers avoiding negative odd numbers. (Theexplicit expressions are found by use of the formula �(s) = ��(1�s)= sin �s.Also �0m can be written more explicitly, departing from the fact that ��0(1)equals Euler's constant.)From (3.24) we �nd, omitting vanishing coe�cients,�(s)�+( e�1; s) � 1Xk=0 c2k;+( e�1)s+ k � n2 � Tr+��0( e�1)�s ; (4.38)where cj;+( e�1) = RX tr cj(x; e�1) dx; cf. also (4.4). Since A acts on X 0 ofdimension n� 1, we get from (3.26):�(s)�(A2; s) � 1Xk=0 c2k(A2)s+ k � n�12 � �0(A)s ; (4.39)and, for example, when  is a morphism in E1,�(s)F 12 (s)�( ;A; 2s) = 1p� s�(s+ 12 )�( A;A2; s+ 12)�X0�k c2k+1( A;A2)p� (n2 � k � 1)(s+ k + 1� n2 ) + �( ;A; 0)s if n is odd;� X0�k 6=n2�1 c2k+1( A;A2)p� (n2 � k � 1)(s+ k + 1� n2 )+ cn�1( A;A2)p� s2 + c0n�1( A;A2)p� s if n is even;(4.40)



34where c0n�1( A;A2) is de�ned as in (4.36). When  = I then cn�1(A;A2) =0 and c0n�1(A;A2) = p� �(A; 0).Insertion of these expansions in our decompositions gives:Corollary 4.9 The zeta function �(s)�(�i; s) is meromorphic on C, withthe following singularity structure:For n even:�(s)�(�i; s) �Xk�0 c2k;+( e�i)s+ k � n2 � Tr+�0( e�i)s + X0�k<n2 n�1�2kc2k(A2)s+ k � n�12+ Xk�n2 � �k�n2 c2k(A2)(s+ k � n�12 )2 + �k�n2 c02k(A2) + (�0k�n2 � 14)c2k(A2)s+ k � n�12 �+ (�1)i 14� X0�k 6=n2�1 c2k+1(A;A2)p� (n2 � k � 1)(s+ k + 1� n2 ) + �(A; 0) + �0(A)s �:(4.41)For n odd:�(s)�(�i; s) �Xk�0 c2k;+( e�i)s+ k � n2 � Tr+�0( e�i)s +Xk�0 n�1�2kc2k(A2)s+ k � n�12+ Xm�0 "m�(A2;�m� 12)s+m+ 12+ (�1)i 14�Xk�0 c2k+1(A;A2)p� (n2 � k � 1)(s+ k + 1� n2 ) + �(A; 0) + �0(A)s �: (4.42)[15] moreover shows the formulas where a morphism is included. Theterms �0m were missing in the Preprint version of [15].Corollary 4.10 The eta function �(s)�(';PB ; 2s� 1) = �(s)Tr('P��s1 )is meromorphic on C, with the following singularity structure:For n even:�(s)Tr('P��s1 ) �Xk�0 c2k+1;+('P; e�1)s+ k � n2+ X0�k<n2�1 n�3�2kc2k+1('0�A;A2)s+ k � n�12 + Xk�n2�1��k+1�n2 c2k+1('0�A;A2)(s+ k � n�12 )2+ �k+1�n2 c02k+1('0�A;A2) + (�0k+1�n2 � 14)c2k+1('0�A;A2)s+ k � n�12 �+ Tr('0��0(A))4p�(s� 12) : (4.43)



35For n odd:�(s)Tr('P��s1 ) �Xk�0 c2k+1;+('P; e�1)s+ k � n2 +Xk�0 n�3�2kc2k+1('0�A;A2)s+ k � n�12+ Xm�0 �m�('0�A;�2m)s+m� 12 + Tr('0��0(A))4p�(s� 12) : (4.44)There are similar formulas for Tr('P ���s2 ), with '0� replaced by ��'0.Let us �nally list the consequences for heat traces, derived from Corol-lary 4.9{4.10 by use of Theorem 2.3:Corollary 4.11 The exponential trace Tr(e�t�i) has the following behaviorfor t! 0.For n even:Tr(e�t�i) �Xk�0 c2k;+( e�i) tk�n2 + X0�k<n2 n�1�2kc2k(A2) tk�n�12+ Xk�n2 ���k�n2 c2k(A2) log t+ �k�n2 c02k(A2) + (�0k�n2 � 14)c2k(A2)� tk�n�12+ (�1)i 14� X0�k 6=n2�1 c2k+1(A;A2)p� (n2 � k � 1) tk+1�n2 + �(A; 0) + �0(A)�: (4.45)For n odd:Tr(e�t�i) �Xk�0 c2k;+( e�i) tk�n2+Xk�0 n�1�2kc2k(A2) tk�n�12 + Xm�0 "m�(A2;�m� 12) tm+ 12+ (�1)i 14�Xk�0 c2k+1(A;A2)p� (n2 � k � 1) tk+1�n2 + �(A; 0) + �0(A)�: (4.46)Corollary 4.12 The associated exponential trace Tr('Pe�t�1) has the fol-lowing behavior for t! 0.For n even:Tr('Pe�t�1) �Xk�0 c2k+1;+('P; e�1) tk�n2+ X0�k<n2�1 n�3�2kc2k+1('0�A;A2) tk�n�12 +



36+ Xk�n2�1���k+1�n2 c2k+1('0�A;A2) tk�n�12 log t+ (�k+1�n2 c02k+1('0�A;A2) + (�0k+1�n2 � 14 )c2k+1('0�A;A2)) tk�n�12 �+ 14p� Tr('0��0(A)) t� 12 : (4.47)For n odd:Tr('Pe�t�1) �Xk�0 c2k+1;+('P; e�1) tk�n2+Xk�0 n�3�2kc2k+1('0�A;A2) tk�n�12+ Xm�0 �m�('0�A;�2m) tm� 12 + 14p� Tr('0��0(A)) t� 12 : (4.48)There are similar formulas for Tr('P �e�t�2), with '0� replaced by��'0.The proof shows the advantage of working with the power functions,where the contributions from the boundary condition appear as simplemultiplicative formulas involving the zeta and eta functions of A; this allowsan exact analysis of the pole coe�cients which can then be carried overto the heat expansions by Theorem 2.3. If working directly in the heatoperator framework (a point of view taken up in [6]), one has to deal withconvolution-type integrals.Gilkey and Grubb [11] show that all terms, in particular the logarithmicones, are nontrivial in general. Dowker, Apps, Kirsten and Bordag [7] �ndno logarithms for the Dirac operator on the ball; this is due to specialsymmetries and does not contradict the above since it is not a productcase.Example 4.13 For the Dirichlet problem considered in Examples 4.2, 4.3and 4.7, formula (4.34) implies in a similar way:Tr(e�t�Dir) �Xk�0 c2k;+( e�1) tk�n2 � 14 Xk�0 c2k(A2) tk�n�12 ; (4.49)note that all the integer and half-integer powers enter here too. There is asimilar formula for the Neumann problem, with �14 replaced by +14 .Remark 4.14 In a recent study of the gluing problem for the eta-invariant,[6], Br�uning and Lesch treat boundary conditions of a somewhat di�erentnature than those considered here and in [14], [15]; moreover they depend



37on a parameter and the variation in this parameter is studied. We showbelow how those new boundary conditions can be handled in the presentframework: Restrict the attention to selfadjoint operators P satisfying �� =��, �A = �A� as in Remark 1.3. Let B be an orthogonal projection inL2(E01) commuting with A2 and satisfying(i) �B = (I �B)�;(ii) BAB = �jAjB for some � > �1: (4.50)([6] gives special examples of the form B = �1�> + �2�< +B0 with mor-phisms or zero order  do's �1 and �2.) Because of (i), PB is selfadjoint, and�B = PB2 is the realization of P 2 under the boundary condition (whereB0 is written 0B) 0Bu = 0; 0B�(@n +A)u = 0: (4.51)For the second equation we note that when 0Bu = 0, then in view of (i),0B�(@n+A)u = �0(I�B)(@n+A)(I�B)u = �0(@n+(I�B)A)(I�B)u.Here, by (i) and (ii), (I �B)A(I �B) = ��jAj(I �B). Thus the boundarycondition may be written:0Bu = 0; 0(@n � �jAj)(I �B)u = 0: (4.52)This is a Dirichlet condition for the functions of xn valued in R(B), and aRobin-type condition as in Example 4.2 with S = ��jAj for the functionsvalued in R(I �B). Then by the calculations in Example 4.2, the resolventon X0 is (�0B � �)�1 = Q01;�;+ +G0B;� withG0B;� = � �12A�B + 12A� A���jAjA�+�jAj(I �B)�G�= � �12A� + A���jAj2((1��2)A2��) + 12(A�+�jAj)(I � 2B)�G�: (4.53)Now Lemma 4.4 can be extended to this case. Therefore we have as in theproof of Theorem 4.6,�(s)�(�B; s) = �(s)�+( e�1; s) + �(s)TrX i2� ZC ��sG0B;� d�+ h(s);(4.54)with h(s) entire; and hereTrX i2� ZC ��sG0B;� d� = TrX0 trn i2� ZC ��sG0B;� d� =TrX0 i2� ZC ��s� �12A� + A���jAj2((1��2)A2��) + 12(A�+�jAj)(I � 2B)� 12A� d�: (4.55)



38The term 12(A�+�jAj)(I � 2B) 12A� contributes with zero, for by (i) and thefact that � and B commute with A2,12(A�+�jAj)(I � 2B) 12A� = 14A�(A�+�jAj)(I �B)� 14A�(A�+�jAj)���B= 14A�(A�+�jAj)(I �B)� �� 14A�(A�+�jAj)(I �B)�; (4.56)here since the trace is invariant under circular perturbations (that we canuse in a reformulation with su�ciently high �-derivatives as in (2.10)), thecontributions from these two terms will cancel each other. The remainingterms are treated as in Proposition 4.5 (we give the details for � < 1; thecase � > 1 is similar and the case � = 1 is simpler):i2� ZC ��s� �14A2� + A���jAj4A�((1��2)A2��)� d�= X�2sp(A) 14 i2� RC ��s� �1�2�� + 1(1��2)�2�� � �j�j(�2��) 12 ((1��2)�2��)� d� ���=X� 14 j�j�2s i2� RC ��s��1+(1��2)�s1�� � �(1��) 12 (1��2��)� d� ���= 14��1 + e�s log(1��2) + eF�(s)�Z(A2; s); (4.57)with eF�(s) = i2� ZC ��s ��(1��) 12 (1��2��) d�: (4.58)This is a hypergeometric function whose pole structure is easily determinedby use of Theorem 2.1. In fact, eF�(s) is of the form (2.17) with f(�) =��(1 � �)� 12 (1 � �2 � �)�1. It is holomorphic on C n [1;1[ and has theasymptotic expansion for �� !1 in closed subsectors:f(��) = ���� 32 (1 + 1� )� 12 (1 + 1��2� )�1� ���� 32 Xk2N �� 12k ���k Xl2N(�2 � 1)l��l = Xj2N!j�� 32�j: (4.59)An application of Theorem 2.1 carries the terms !jt� 32�j over into simplepoles at s = �j � 12 for �sin�s eF�(s) with residues !j. The poles at integersj +1 stemming from the Taylor expansion at 0 are removed when we mul-tiply by ��1 sin�s. Consequently, eF�(s) is meromorphic on C with simplepoles at the points �j � 12 , j 2 N, with residues ��1(�1)j+1!j.Finally,�(s)�(�B; s) = �(s)�+( e�1; s)+ 14��1 + e�s log(1��2) + eF�(s)��(s)�(A2; s) + h(s); (4.60)



39which is meromorphic on C with poles at the points (n�k)=2, k 2 N; herethe poles at the negative half-integers �j � 12 are in general double whenn is even; otherwise the poles are simple. A heat trace expansion in termsof t(k�n)=2 and tl+ 12 log t (k; l 2 N) follows as usual by Theorem 2.3.Note that (4.58) also implies: 1) eF�(s) equals ��1 sin�s times the Mellintransform of ��(1 + �)� 12 (1� �2 + �)�1 at s� 1; cf. (2.18), (2.33).2) (1� �2) eF�(s)� eF�(s� 1) = ��F 12 (s� 1); cf. (4.28).5. The general case5.1. A GENERAL RESOLVENT CONSTRUCTIONIn the non-product case the results will be more qualitative. A useful trickhere is to replace the separate consideration of PB and PB� by the studyof the skew-selfadjoint operatorPB = � 0 �PB�PB 0 � ; (5.1)this is the realization of P = �0 �P �P 0 � (5.2)under the following boundary condition on u = fu1; u2g (cf. (1.5)):B0u = 0; where B = �B B0� : L2(E01)�L2(E02)! L2(E01): (5.3)The advantage of taking PB and PB� together in this way is that PB istwo-sided elliptic, and R� = (PB + �)�1, de�ned for � 2 ��0, �0 =f� 2 C n f0g j j arg �j < �=2 g, satis�esR� = (PB + �)�1 = � �(�1 + �2)�1 PB�(�2 + �2)�1�PB(�1 + �2)�1 �(�2 + �2)�1 � ; (5.4)where (�i+�2)�1 = Ri;��2 are the resolvents we are looking for (cf. (1.7)).The diagonal terms give back the individual resolvents, and the o�-diagonalterms can be used to describe eta functions instead of zeta functions.This allows us to stay working with �rst-order systems (instead of pass-ing to second order), at the cost of doubling up the size of the matrix.We shall denote E1 �E2 = E and E01 �E02 = E0.



40 We let eP = � 0 �eP �eP 0 �, where eP is an elliptic extension of P to a bundleeE = eE1� eE2 over eX = X[(X 0� ]�1; 0[ ). Then eP+� has a parametrix Q�(of strongly polyhomogeneous type) for � 2 ��0, and as shown in detail in[14], p. 508{9, it can be modi�ed such that for large � in closed subsectorsof ��0, (P + �)Q�;+ = I on X: (5.5)Also here, a comparison with the cylinder case (cf. (4.8)) plays a role.We denote � 0 �P 00P 0 0 � = P0, acting in E0 = E01 �E02 . We extend P0 to eX0simply by extending the formulas (4.8) to xn 2 R, letting eE0 = eE01 � eE02be the lifting of E0 = E01 � E02. Then the extended operator eP0 is skew-selfadjoint, and the resolvent isQ0� = ( eP0 + �)�1 =� �(D2n +A2 + �2)�1 (�@n +A)(D2n +A2 + �2)�1����(@n +A)(D2n +A2 + �2)�1 ��(D2n +A2 + �2)�1�� � : (5.6)In particular, (P0 + �)Q0�;+ = I on X0: (5.7)Along with PB, we study the realization P0B, acting like P0 on X0 andwith the same boundary condition (5.3) as P. With a slight abuse of nota-tion, we now denote A� = (A2 + �2) 12 ; for � 2 ��0: (5.8)Lemma 5.1 De�ne the  do from sections of E01 to sections of E01 �E01:SB;� =  B + ��1(A� +A)B?��1(A� �A)B +B?! ; (5.9)and the Poisson operator from sections of E01 to sections of E0:K0B;� = �1 00 �� e�xnA�SB;�: (5.10)Then K0B;� satis�esB0K0B;� = I on X 0; (P0 + �)K0B;� = 0 on X0: (5.11)



41The proof is a direct veri�cation, using that B commutes with A.In other words, K0B;� :  7! u solves the problem(P0 + �)u = g on X0;B0u =  on X 0; (5.12)when g = 0. We note that by (5.7), the full solution operator for (5.12) is�R0� K0B;�� ; where R0� = (P0B + �)�1 = Q0�;+ �K0B;�B0Q0�;+;(5.13)cf. also Remark 4.1.Now R0� is principally like the true resolvent R� at X 0. However, weprefer to use a better adapted approximate resolvent, namelyR0� = Q�;+ �G1 with G1 = �K0B;�B0Q�;+; (5.14)where Q�;+ satis�es (5.5) and � is a cut-o� function as in Lemma 4.4. By(5.11), R0� maps into the domain of PB, and by (5.5), we have for largeenough �,(P + �)R0� = (P + �)Q�;+ � (P + �)�K0B;�B0Q�;+= I � ([P; �] + �(P � P0))K0B;�B0Q�;+= I �G2; with G2 = (xnP1 + P0)K0B;�B0Q�;+;(5.15)the Pj denoting di�erential operators of order j with smooth coe�cientsvanishing for xn > 23c. (G1 and G2 are �-dependent, and so are manyother auxiliary operators in the following, where we do not indicate the�-dependence explicitly.)The exact inverse R� of PB + � can then be described byR� = R0�(I �G2)�1 = (Q�;+ �G1)(I �G2)�1; (5.16)whenever I � G2 is invertible. The main point is now to show that thisholds for large � and leads to a constructive expression for R�.For this purpose, we analyze the various factors in (5.14) and (5.15).Let us denote K0 = e�xnA� ; T0 = 0Q�;+; S0 = SB;�B;K1 = � ( 1 00 � )K0; K2 = (xnP1 + P0) ( 1 00 � )K0; (5.17)hereK0 goes from C1(E01) to C1(E01), K1 andK2 go from C1(E01�E01) toC1(E), T0 goes from C1(E) to C1(E0), and S0 goes from from C1(E0) to



42C1(E01�E01). (They also de�ne mappings beween suitable Sobolev spaces.)Then G1 = K1S0T0; G2 = K2S0T0: (5.18)In the terminology of Boutet de Monvel [4] and Grubb [12], the Kj areparameter-dependent Poisson operators and T0 is a parameter-dependenttrace operator of class 0 (trace operators of class 0 are well-de�ned onL2), but their usage entered elliptic theory much earlier, cf. Seeley [21],H�ormander [17]. For the considerations of these operators, we do not needto introduce new and complicated symbol classes and composition rules forboundary operators, for in fact they are of the strongly polyhomogeneoustype: When the parameter � runs on a ray f� = %ei�0 j % � 0g, % enters likeanother cotangent variable on a par with �1; : : : ; �n�1, in the sense that thestandard estimates described in [4] are satis�ed with f�1; : : : ; �n�1; %g asthe boundary cotangent variable. This is similar to the situation describedin Theorem 3.7, now for boundary operators.Let us refrain from further details (that presuppose a lengthy introdu-tion to the calculi described in [4], [12], summarized in the appendix of[14]), but just mention a consequence we need:Lemma 5.2 With K1, K2 and T0 de�ned above, and ' a morphism in E,the compositions T0'Kj are strongly polyhomogeneous  do's on X 0 of order�1. Moreover, the compositions T0'Q�;+Kj are strongly polyhomogeneous do's on X 0 of order �2.An important trick in the following is to reduce considerations of thesingular Green operators Gj to considerations of  do's in the boundary.This is done on several levels; one is in the study of inverses that usesLemma 5.3 below, another is in the study of traces in Section 5.2, where acyclic permutation brings operators of the form TK into the picture.First consider the problem of inversion of I �G2. Here we shall use theelementary lemma:Lemma 5.3 Let K : V ! W and T : W ! V be linear mappings betweenvector spaces. Then I �KT : W ! W is bijective if and only if I � TK :V ! V is bijective, and(I �KT )�1 = I +K(I � TK)�1T: (5.19)Proof: A straightforward veri�cation. �The lemma will be applied with K = K2 (going from sections of E01�E01to sections of E) and T = S0T0 (going the other way). This replaces the



43construction of the inverse of I �KT = I �G2 by the construction of theinverse of I � TK = I � S0T0K2; so that(I �G2)�1 = I +K2(I � S1)�1S0T0 with S1 = S0T0K2 (5.20)holds when I � S1 is invertible. The advantage of this reduction is that S1is a  do on the boundaryless manifold X 0. The factor T0K2 is a stronglypolyhomogeneous  do of order�1 by Lemma 5.2, and it remains to examinethe other factor in S1 and the composition, and to apply this to constructthe inverse (I � S1)�1.Here we go more in details with the symbol classes introduced in Section3.1. The following class will play a special role:De�nition 5.4 Let r be integer � 0, and let S = OP(s(x; �; �)) (or let Shave the symbol s in local coordinates). S and its symbol will be calledspecial parameter-dependent of order �r, whens(x; �; �) 2 S�r;0(Rn;Rn;�) \ S0;�r(Rn;Rn;�) with@m� s(x; �; �) 2 S�r�m;0(Rn;Rn;�) \ S0;�r�m(Rn;Rn;�)for any m, all @m� s being weakly polyhomogeneous.Example 5.5 To give examples, we �rst note that any strongly polyhomo-geneous symbol of degree �r satis�es De�nition 5.4 by Theorem 3.7. Butthere are also important weakly polyhomogeneous examples, such as thesymbol (a(x; �) + �r)�1 (� in a sector �), where a(x; �) is homogeneous ofdegree r in � for j�j � 1 and a(x; �) + �r is invertible when � 2 � (by [14],Th. 1.17).For the operators entering in the APS problem we have:Proposition 5.6 The  do SB;� on X 0, with � running in ��0, is specialparameter-dependent of order 0. So are B and the composition S0 = SB;�B.Proof: (Indication.) For the proof we split SB;� in several terms:SB;� � �B+��1(A�+A)B?��1(A��A)B+B? �= � ��1(A�+A)�<��1(A��A)�� �+ � BB? �+ ����1(A�+A)B0��1(A��A)B0 � : (5.21)The second term has a polyhomogeneous symbol in S0 � S0;0 (cf. (3.4))and is independent of �, hence is special parameter-dependent of order 0.(This proves the statement on B.) The third term is of order �1, and its



44boundedness in � (with improved estimates for derivatives) is seen fromconsiderations on the involved eigenspaces for eigenvalues of modulus � R.It is the �rst term in (5.21) that requires most of the analysis. Thecrucial fact used here is that��1(A� +A)�< = ��1(A� +A)(A� �A)(A� + jAj)�1�<= �(A� + jAj)�1�<;��1(A� �A)�� = ��1(A� �A)(A� +A)(A� + jAj)�1��= �(A� + jAj)�1��: (5.22)Again �< and �� are in S0 � S0;0 and independent of �, hence specialof order 0. In view of the composition rules (cf. (3.7)), it remains to provethe statement for �(A� + jAj)�1. The advantage of this expression is thatA� and jAj are both \positive" (strongly elliptic), so that the inverse ofA� + jAj can be described by a natural elliptic construction. (Details aregiven in [14], Proposition 3.5.) The statement on S0 now follows from thecomposition rules. �These operators act on X 0, of dimension n�1 (where the space variableand cotangent variable are denoted x0 and �0). For s 2 R we de�ne thespace Hs;�(Rn�1) as the Sobolev space with normkuks;� = kh(�0; �)isû(�0)kL2(Rn�1); (5.23)and extend the notion to sections of a Hermitian bundle E00 over X 0 byuse of a �nite family of local coordinate systems (the space is then denotedHs;�(E00)). Note that H0;�(E00) ' L2(E00).We shall needProposition 5.7 Let S be a special parameter-dependent  do of order �1in a bundle E00 over X 0, with � running in a sector �. Then for s 2 R,S is continuous from Hs;�(E00) to Hs+1;�(E00), uniformly for � in closedsubsectors �0 of �, j�j � 1; and its norm as an operator in Hs;�(E00) satis�eskSkL(Hs;�(E00)) = O(j�j�1) for j�j ! 1; � 2 �0: (5.24)For each �0 there is an r�0 > 0 such that I � S is invertible for � 2 �0with j�j � r�0 . The inverse equals(I � S)�1 = I + S0; S0 = 1Xj=1Sj; (5.25)where the series converges in the norm of operators in L2(E00).Moreover, S0 is a special parameter-dependent  do of order �1.



45Proof: (Indication.) By the composition rules, S composed with an in-vertible  do with principal symbol h(�0; �)i is special parameter-dependentof order 0; it is not hard to show that such an operator is continuous inHs;�, uniformly as stated. This implies the asserted continuity from Hs;�to Hs+1;�; and (5.24) follows sincej�jkuks;� � const: kuks+1;�: (5.26)For each sector �0, take r�0 so large that the operator norm of S inL2(E00) is � 12 for j�j � r�0 ; then (5.25) holds in operator norm.The powers Sj are special parameter-dependent  do's of order �j, bythe composition rules. Further e�orts are needed to show that the sum S0is indeed a  do that is special parameter-dependent of order �1; see thedetails in [14], proof of Theorem 3.8, as explained for S2 there. �Now we use these facts to show:Theorem 5.8 The operator S1 in (5.20) is a special parameter-dependent do of order �1 in the bundle E001 = E01�E01 over X 0. Hence for each closedsubsector � of �0 (or ��0) there is an r� > 0 such that I �S1 is invertiblefor � 2 � with j�j � r�, with inverse(I � S1)�1 = I + S2; S2 = 1Xj=1Sj1; (5.27)S2 being a special parameter-dependent  do of order �1 in E001 .Furthermore, for such �,(I �G2)�1 = I +K2(I + S2)S0T0; (5.28)and �nallyR� = (Q�;+ �G1)(I �G2)�1= (Q�;+ �K1S0T0)(I +K2(I + S2)S0T0)= Q�;+ � (K1 �K3)(I + S2)S0T0; with K3 = Q�;+K2: (5.29)Proof: In the formula (5.20) for S1, S0 is a special parameter-dependent do of order 0 by Proposition 5.6, and T0K2 is a special parameter-depen-dent  do of order �1 by Lemma 5.2 and Example 5.5, so it follows fromthe composition rules (cf. (3.7)) that S1 is a special parameter-dependent do of order �1. Then Proposition 5.7 applies, showing the assertions forS2.



46 Now the formula for (I �G2)�1 follows from (5.20). The �rst two linesin (5.29) then follow from (5.16) and (5.18). Consequently we have:R� = (Q�;+ �K1S0T0)(I +K2(I + S2)S0T0)= Q�;+ +Q�;+K2(I + S2)S0T0�K1S0T0 �K1S0T0K2(I + S2)S0T0= Q�;+ +Q�;+K2(I + S2)S0T0�K1S0T0 �K1S1(I + S2)S0T0= Q�;+ � (K1 �Q�;+K2)(I + S2)S0T0; (5.30)using formula (5.20) for S1 and the fact that I + S1(I +S2) = I + S2. Thisends the proof. �Taking the structure of the entering Poisson and trace operators intoaccount, we have obtained:Corollary 5.9 For each closed subsector � of ��0 one can �nd r� > 0 sothat the resolvent R� = (PB + �)�1 for � 2 � with j�j � r� is of the formR� = Q�;+ +KST; (5.31)where K resp. T are a strongly polyhomogeneous Poisson resp. trace op-erator of degree �1 and S is a special parameter-dependent  do on X 0 oforder 0. The detailed structure is given in (5.29).5.2. TRACE CALCULATIONSConsiderR� = (PB+�)�1, as described above. Since the injection ofHs(X)into L2(X) is trace class for s > n, the terms in @m� R� are trace class whenm � n.Theorem 5.10 Let ' be any morphism in E = E1 �E2, and let m � n =dimX. ThenTr('@m� (PB + �)�1) � a0�n�m�1 + 1Xj=1(aj + bj)�n�m�1�j+ 1Xj=0(cj log �+ c0j)��m�1�j ; as j�j ! 1; (5.32)for � in closed subsectors of ��0. The coe�cients aj, bj and cj are integrals,RX aj(x) dx, RX0 bj(x0) dx0 and RX0 cj(x0)dx0, of densities locally determinedby the symbols of P and B, while the c0j are in general globally determined.The coe�cients c0 and c00 are the same as for the case where the Pj arezero in (1.2) (the product case).



47Proof: We �nd from (5.29):'@m� (PB + �)�1 ='@m� Q�;+ � '@m� [K1S0T0]� '@m� [(K1S2 �K3(I + S2))S0T0]: (5.33)First, Tr('@m� Q�;+) contributes the well-known expansionP10 aj�n�m�1�j . For the other terms we can use the invariance of thetrace under cyclic permutation of the operators, to reduce to a study ofoperators on X 0. For the middle term we �nd, by the Leibniz rule:TrX('@m� [K1S0T0])= Xm1+m2+m3=m cm1 ;m2;m3 TrX('@m1� K1 @m2� S0 @m3� T0)= TrX0� Xm1+m2+m3=m cm1;m2;m3@m2� S0 @m3� T0'@m1� K1�= TrX0 @m� (S0T0'K1): (5.34)By Lemma 5.2, T0'K1 is a strongly polyhomogeneous  do on X 0 of order�1, hence special parameter-dependent by Theorem 3.7. Then since S0 isspecial parameter-dependent by Proposition 5.6, it follows that@m� (S0T0'K1) is a special parameter-dependent  do on X 0 of order �m�1.To this we can apply our general Theorem 3.8 and its corollary, aftera reduction to local trivializations by use of a partition of unity. Since thesymbol has degrees �m � 1 � j, j � 0, and �-exponent d = �m � 1, weget an expansion in a series of locally determined terms bk;1��m�1+(n�1)�k,k � 0, together with a series of terms (cj;1 log �+ c0j;1)��m�1�j , j � 0, withcj;1 locally determined.The third term is treated similarly; here the circular permutation of theterms resulting from the Leibniz rule gives a special parameter-dependent do of order �m � 2, so Corollary 3.9 gives an expansion in a series oflocally determined terms bk;2��m�2+(n�1)�k, k � 0, together with a seriesof terms (cj;2 log �+ c0j;2)��m�1�j , j � 1, with cj;2 locally determined.Taking the contributions together we get the expansion (5.32). Oneobserves moreover that the terms (c0 log �+ c00)��m�1 in (5.32) come onlyfrom Tr('@m� [K1S0T0]), which leads to the last statement in the theorem.For, K1 and S0 are the same as for the case where the Pj and P 0j are 0. Thethird factor T0 = 0Q�;+ uses the symbol of (P+�)�1 evaluated at xn = 0.The leading term of this is the same as for the case where Pj and P 0j are0, and the lower order terms contribute ultimately with special parameter-dependent  do's of order �m� 2 only; the �rst possible nonlocal and logcontributions from this are the terms with ��m�2 and ��m�2 log �. �



48 In view of (5.4), it is now easy to draw conclusions from this on asymp-totic expansions for traces of �-derivatives of '(�1 � �)�1 = '(PB�PB ��)�1 and 'PB(�1 � �)�1 = 'PB(PB�PB � �)�1, etc.Corollary 5.11 Let 'kl : El ! Ek be morphisms, for k; l = 1; 2.The traces Tr('11@m� (�1��)�1) and Tr('22@m� (�2��)�1) have asymp-totic expansions (for k = 1 resp. 2):a0;kk(��)n2�m�1 + 1Xj=1(aj;kk + bj;kk)(��)n�j2 �m�1+ 1Xj=0(cj;kk log �+ c0j;kk)(��)�j2 �m�1; (5.35)and Tr('12@m� PB(�1 � �)�1) and Tr('21@m� PB�(�2 � �)�1) have asymp-totic expansions (for fk; lg = f1; 2g resp. f2; 1g):a0;kl(��)n�12 �m + 1Xj=1(aj;kl + bj;kl)(��)n�j�12 �m+ 1Xj=0(cj;kl log �+ c0j;kl)(��)�j�12 �m; (5.36)with coe�cients described as in Theorem 5.10.The coe�cients c0;kl and c00;kl are the same as those for the product case.Proof: Using (5.4), take' = �'11 00 0� ;�0 00 '22� ;�0 '120 0 � ; resp. � 0 0'21 0� ; (5.37)in Theorem 5.10, and divide by � in the �rst two cases. Now replace � by(��) 12 and note that @� = (2�)�1@�. �These results yield asymptotic expansions of the traces of heat operators'11e�t�1 , '12PBe�t�1 , etc., and power operators '11(�1)�s, '12PB(�1)�s,etc., by use of the transition formulas in Section 2:Theorem 5.12 There are coe�cients ~aj;kl, ~bj;kl, ~cj;kl, ~c0j;kl, related by suit-able gamma factors to those in Corollary 5.11 (cf. Theorems 2.1 and 2.3)such that, with �1 = Tr('11�0(PB)), �2 = Tr('22�0(PB�)), the zeta and



49eta functions have singularity structures described by:�(s)Tr('kkZ(�1; s)) � ��ks + ~a0;kks� n2 + 1Xj=1 ~aj;kk +~bj;kks� n�j2+ 1Xj=0� ~cj;kk(s+ j2 )2 + ~c0j;kks+ j2 �;�(s)Tr('12PBZ(�1; s)) resp. �(s)Tr('21PB�Z(�2; s))� ~a0;kls� n+12 + 1Xj=1 ~aj;kl +~bj;kls� n�j+12 + 1Xj=0� ~cj;kl(s+ j�12 )2 + ~c0j;kls+ j�12 �;(5.38)
and the heat traces have the asymptotic behavior for t! 0:Tr('kke�t�1) � ~a0;kkt�n2 + 1Xj=1�~aj;kk +~bj;kk�t j�n2+ 1Xj=0��~cj;kkt j2 log t+ ~c0j;kkt j2 �;Tr('12PBe�t�1) resp. Tr('21PB�e�t�2)� ~a0;klt�n+12 + 1Xj=1�~aj;kl +~bj;kl�t j�n�12 + 1Xj=0��~cj;klt j�12 log t+ ~c0j;klt j�12 �;(5.39)
The ~c0j;kl and �k are in general globally de�ned, while the other coe�cientsare local. The coe�cients ~c0;kl and ~c00;kl are the same as those for the productcase.A detailed account is given in [14]. [14] and [15] also give some informa-tion on variations of parameter-dependent situations.Remark 5.13 Similar considerations allow the calculation of Tr(D@m� R�)when D is an arbitrary di�erential operator on X, for m � n+ d, d = theorder of D. One �nds thatTr(D@m� R�) � a0(D;P )�n�m+d�1+ 1Xj=1(aj(D;P )+bj(D;PB))�n�m+d�1�j+ 1Xj=0(cj(D;PB) log �+ c0j(D;PB))��m+d�1�j (5.40)(the primed coe�cients global, the others local); and consequences aredrawn as above for the corresponding zeta and eta functions and expo-nential traces.
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